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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents a systematic study of motion estimation in the 3-D Gabor domain. The

3-D Gabor representation provides a joint spatiotemporallspatiotemporal-frequency(st/stf)

analysis framework to disclose the spatiotemporallocalized frequency information in an

image sequence in a manageable information structure. It offers the opportunity to take

advantages of frequency domain approaches with spatiotemporallocality. The main con

tribution of this thesis is to realize an innovative motion estimation technique achieving

high spatiotemporal resolution with the superior reliability of the model-based frequency

domain approaches. Compared with the global nature of frequency domain approaches and

the noise sensitive spatiotemporal approaches, the scheme enhances motion estimation per

formance both in accuracy and robustness. The mathematical forms of translational motion

and rotational motion in the 3-D Gabor domain are derived. For the translational motion,

an algorithm for piecewise uniform translational motion is designed. Various piecewise

cases can be addressed by setting different Gabor representation parameters. For appli

cations demanding very high spatiotemporal resolutions, a dense motion field estimation

method is constructed in the 3-D Gabor domain. The performance evaluation based on

artificial image sequences shows high spatiotemporal resolution motion estimation results

with small errors and good noise resistance. In rotational motion studies, the 3-D Gabor

representation also leads to an algorithm to identify and locate multiple rotating objects in

an image sequence.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motion Estimation, a Review

1.1.1 Motion estimation and Its Applications

One major effect that image sequences intend to present is motion. When objects

in the scene and/or the camera are in 3-D motion, their relative movements are projected

into 2-D motions by the camera projection system and recorded in a sequence of time or

dered images. The image sequence can be expressed as a 3-D intensity function I(x, y, t)

where the (x, y) and t are spatial and temporal coordinates respectively. The 2-D motions,

if significant, may dominate the varying patterns of the 3-D function along the tempo

ral axis. The aim of motion estimation is to detect the motions from the noisy world of

spatiotemporal variations and express in an explicit motion representation for the image

sequences.

Motion estimation is a very active research field because of its correlation with

human visual perceptions of the living world. As a fundamental technology demanded

in most dynamic image signal processing tasks, motion estimation supports numerous

applications[1].
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In multimedia communications, video compression is necessary for efficient sig

nal transmission and storage. Correct motion information is a very reliable reference

for inter-frame prediction. By identifying "corresponding data blocks" along the video

stream[2] or some other representation of video stream[3], motion estimation reveals the

varying regularity ofscenes, which is required for compact coding. Hence, motion estima

tion has been intergraded into H.261, H.263, and MPEG standards as a significant compo

nent. Moveover, people are also interested in the compact representation of video signals

by segmentation and registration ofmoving objects, which leads to a relatively small num

ber of parameters to describe the changes. That technology also relies heavily on motion

estimation[4].

In computer vision, pattern recognition and edge detection are often needed for

scene interpretation, dynamic segmentation and image registration. Integrated with motion

estimation, these methods can be more efficient and accurate. For example, [5] introduces

an iterative dynamic segmentation scheme using "highest confidence first" and "iterated

condition mode" with motion information. In [6], an interactive processing between mo

tion estimation and edge identification is presented. Under some circumstance, pattern

recognition, segmentation or image registration can even be done directly in the motion

field[7].

Motion estimation is also significant for many other video signal processing jobs.

In noise suppression, motion estimation indicates intensity variations caused by moving

objects whereas noise has no explicit motion model in the long term. Thus, the acquired

motion field is a meaningful reference for denoising[8]. In this case, the motion estimation

method should have dependable noise resistance ability itself. In video signal restoration

such as deblurring and high quality frame-freezing, correct motion information is crucial

in constructing the deblurring filter for good visual effect. In resolutionenhancement tasks

and frame rate conversion between different video systems, motion information helps the
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spatiotemporal interpolation to keep or enhance the regularity of intensity changes, that

prevent low-pass effects during up-sampling[9].

Given the rapidly growing demands in multimedia communication, entertain

ment, machine vision, and many other applications, motion estimation will continue to be

a significant research field that enhances the ability to acquire, understand and manipulate

dynamic visual information.

1.1.2 Motion Representations

Generally speaking, a motion representation is a vector-valued spatiotemporal

function. The vector elements are a set of parameters to characterize certain motion mod

els. Motions are classified into different models such as translational motion, rotational

motion, and so on. Each model has a specific mathematical signature defined by a set of

parameters. If the motion is not global, the whole image sequence is divided artificially or

adaptively into many regions to isolate different motion models. The spatiotemporal divi

sion (spatiotemporal support of a representation unit) can be object-based, block-based or

pixel-based. In each represented unit, some searching methods are implemented to match

the signatures of the assumed motion models under some criteria.

The motion representation model is highly application oriented. For example, a

detailed, object-based motion representation model provides valuable reference in dynamic

segmentation or pattern recognition. Whereas its extra computational and coding burdens

for segmentation and edges registration is far from economical for video compression tasks

in which only the intensity correlation structure is needed. On the other hand, a compact,

field-based representation model is demanded in video compression to indicate the redun

dancy along the motion trajectories, but may not fine enough for analysis purposes. For

some special applications such as flow analysis, spatiotemporal interpolation, or resolution

enhancement, the desired motion representation may be so fine that the motion of every
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pixel or sub-pixel is displayed. Accordingly, different motion estimation stratagems are

designed for different representation models.

The spatiotemporal partition and motion model together determine the motion

estimation performance. Intuitively, the more degrees-of-freedom a motion model embod

ies, the higher accuracy and descriptive ability it may have for complex motions. However,

its excessive degrees-of-freedom involve greatly increased computational burdens and cod

ing complexity. In addition, the chances of multiple (conflicting) solutions in estimation

also rise. On the other hand, simple motion models (such as uniform translational mo

tion) can only approximate the "true" motion field in small regions. The corresponding

spatiotemporal partition should be fine enough to ensure the approximation quality. In gen

eral, the smaller the local spatiotemporal regions, the simpler the motion can be used to

estimate motion in the regions with a given degree of accuracy. However, dense partitions

may also decrease representation efficiency and increase the complexity of the process

ing which follows. Object-based spatiotemporal partitions, as an adaptive approach, are

also of interest. With some additional cost due to segmentation and edge registration[5],

the motion information in an image sequence can be expressed in compact and functional

ways. The designing of the motion representation models for specific applications is quite

an engineering art and is of crucial importance for the estimation performance.

The motion estimation algorithm is not necessarily implemented in the same par

tition model as that of the desired motion representation. For example, motion estimation

algorithms developed in hieratical representations[lO] realized a variable-size block parti

tion to determine the motion representation in a "from coarse to fine" manner. The variable

size blocks promote further estimation only in important regions to enhance computational

efficiency as well as spatiotemporal resolution. Another approach with even smaller cal

culation labor is to interpolate the motion vectors among estimated ones[1l][12]. The

interpolation methods are designed according to motion distribution, with high precision
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around edges and coarse (hence compact) in background region. As the spatial correlation

of the motion field is often very high, algorithms may boost the spatiotemporal resolution

with only slightly increased computation.

The motion models, spatiotemporal localization and search methods are three

significant factors for motion estimation. In practices, the three factors must operate in

an analysis framework, namely, a domain. As a representation of a signal, the analysis

framework exhibits the characteristics ofthe signal in a specific information structure. This

structure determines the mathematical signature ofa motion model, the possible spatiotem

poral resolution and the style of the search algorithms. For different motion representation

requirements, numerous approaches are under investigation[l]. In the following sections,

a brief review is presented.

1.1.3 The Spatiotemporal Domain Approach

Since human perception of visual motion is naturally associated with space and

time, collecting spatiotemporal characteristics such as the intensity gradient and feature

structure for motion estimation has been extensively researched[13]. Two branches can be

rougWy concluded from these approaches.

One branch includes optical flow calculation[14], recursive region matching[15]

and feature searching. The aim is to find out the intensity correspondence between two

frames under some soft constraint between motions and the temporal intensity variation.

Incorporated with mature matching methods, they produce results with good correlation

to our visual experience. Although the motion model is simply uniform translation, the

spatiotemporal resolution can be as high as pixel or subpixel[16]. High spatiotemporal res

olution boosts the representation's ability to express complex motions and shapes. How

ever, if the intensity changes are not mainly because of motion (due to noise, high spatial

frequency or illumination and so on), some performance degradation will result.
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Computing Optical Flow

The conception of optical flow came from the observation that apparent 2-D mo

tion is due to the intensity changes between frames in an image sequence. Assuming the

surface brightness of objects and the background illumination vary slowly, all the spa

tiotemporal intensity changes are caused by motion. Denote 1(x, y, t) is the intensity of a

moving pixel at coordinates (x, y, t) in an image sequence. After a small time, it moves to

(x + dx, y + dy, t + dt). By Taylor expansion, we have:

a1 a1 a1
1(x + dx, y + dy, t + dt) = 1(x, y, t) + ax dx + aydy + at dt + ... (1.1.1)

The dots are higher order terms. Ifthe time interval dt and the spatial displacement (dx, dy)

are small,they can be omitted. Since the intensity of the pixel is not changed by moving,

we have:

and

1(x + dx, y + dy, t + dt) = 1(x, y, t)

a1 a1 a1
-dx+ -dy+ -dt = 0
ax ay at

(1.1.2)

(1.1.3)

Divide the both side of the equation by dt, and denote ~~ = u and ~~ = v the speeds

of the pixel in x and y directions respectively, the resulting partial derivative equation is

established as the start point of almost all gradient based motion estimation methods:

a1 a1 a1
-u+-v+- =0
ax ay at

(1.1.4)

The optical flow constraint equation introduces a spatiotemporal gradient domain which

connects the speeds of intensity variations with the speeds of translational motions. Its

spatiotemporal resolution is as high as for each pixel and at any instant.

However, because one equation is not enough to solve for the two unknowns u

and v at a given t, other constrain functions are needed. In the pioneering work of Hom
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(1.1.5)

(1.1.6)

and Schunk[14], a quadratic smoothness constraint is added. The basis of this constraint is

the assumption that except for those pixels along object edges, the motion ofadjacent pixel

should be very similar. This "smoothness" velocity constraint can be evaluated as:

S = 11(8U)2 + (8U)2 + (8V)2 + (8V)2dxdY
x y 8x 8y 8x, 8y

The smoother the velocity changes are, the smaller the S. Another famous constraint, also

is the complement of the former one for the edge pixels, measures how the optical flow

constraint is obeyed for all pixels:

11 81 81 81
R= x y(8xu + 8yv+ at)2dxdy

The better the optical flow constraint equation is followed, the smaller the R is.

The former two constraints can be combined in a Lagrangian multiplier S + )..R,

whose minimization leads a unique solution of the optical flow equation (l.I.4). ).. is a

scalar to weight the R, the feasibility of the optical flow constraint. Heavy noise may make

R hard to decrease, which implies the spatiotemporal intensity variations are more unlikely

to follow equation (1.1.4). In this case, a small ).. is used. A reasonable).. as well as the

velocity (u, v) of any given pixel can be calculated in an iterative way.

Based on this approach, many other constraints accounting for different sta

tionary conditions have been developed. To solve the edge blur problem due to the lin-

ear diffusive nature of the smoothness constraint, a curve evolution constraint was intro-

duced to keep the flow-velocity across the edges[17]. If the illumination is not consis

tent, mathematic illumination models are introduced to balance the intensity change due to

illumination[18]. For more complex cases in which the explicit illumination model is not

available or keeps changing, the optical flow equation can be modified for spatial intensity

gradient constancy instead of spatial intensity constancy. Furthermore, for color image se

quences, the optical flow functions can be either employed on intensity alone or established

in different primary color spaces. The components of these color spaces offer a degree of

redundancy, which allows for the formation of new constraints.
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Optical flow is a relatively mature branch in the motion estimation method family.

If motion produces a sufficient intensity gradient in the image sequence, the optical flow is

a good estimation for the motion field, and can be found with in very high spatiotemporal

resolution. Moreover, application oriented constraints can be added according to different

data conditions. Therefore, in high SNR conditions, the optical flow approach. is quite

practical. However, when noise contamination is not negligible, the local intensity change

may be due to noise instead of motion. Thus, the optical flow equation no longer reflects

true motion. In addition, the spatiotemporal gradient domain is very sensitive to noise,

which reduces the reliability of the optical flow method dramatically in presence of noise.

The Spatiotemporal Model Approach

The other branch in spatiotemporal methods uses multiple frames for certain spa

tiotemporal models (to determine the parameters of the motion models). The models are

established according to some "typical" motions and "typical" surface conditions and act as

hard constraints for matching intensity regularities. If sophisticated searching methods are

affordable, determining parameters from multiple frames offers the opportunities to remove

temporal interference and enhance robustness. Thus, if the motion representation does not

require arbitrarily complex motion and shapes with very high resolution, the model based

approaches provides more reliable results. In [19], a parametric spatiotemporal method is

proposed. The trajectories of moving objects are modelled as polynomial or polynomial

trigonometric time functions. To determine the polynomial coefficients, each frame of the

original image sequence is transformed into the 2-D Fourier domain. Then, the "frequency

image" sequences are processed by a cascaded operator in which the frames correlated with

each polynomial coefficient are accumulated together in a "processing channel". In each

"processing channel", the corresponding coefficients are estimated as parameters incorpo

rated in the mathematic signature of the channel. With the aid of the Fourier transform,
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the multi-frame information is assembled efficiently and relations with model parameters

are easily established. This leas us naturally to ask the question: Can we establish motion

models directly in the frequency domain?

1.1.4 The Frequency Domain Approach

Frequency domain approaches to motion estimation have been of interest for a

number of years[20][21]. Using the 3-D Fourier transform, the motion information em

bodied in an image sequence is transferred into certain distribution models of Fourier

coefficients[22]. For some motion models, the distribution can be very concise.

One of the important practical frequency motion models is the piecewise polyno

mial translational motion model presented in [23][24]. In the spatiotemporal sense, poly-

nomial translational motion is defined as:

M tm

x(t) = x(O) +2: am ,
m.

m=l

(1.1.7)

where x(O) contains the initial coordinates of the object, and x(t) the coordinates ofthe ob

ject at time t. The displacement is dependent with time t in an M order polynomial relation

with coefficients am. Denoting the intensity of the object as I(x, t) in the spatiotemporal

domain, its 3-D Fourier transform is:

M wTa t m

I(w, f) = Io(w) Q9 F[exp(-j21r ~ )](J)
1

m.
m=

(1.1.8)

where, w is the 2-D spatial frequency variable, Io(w) is the 2-D Fourier representation of

the first frame and f is temporal frequency variable. The ~~=1 means the convolution of

M items together and the F denotes the temporal (I-D) Fourier transform. Equation (1.1.8)

shows that the polynomial translation model in the frequency domain is the convolution of

a function sequence. Each function in the sequence is the Fourier transform of a complex

exponential whose exponent is one ofthe polynomial terms in model (1.1.7). This motion
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model fits any trajectory that is M order determinative over the time interval[O,t]. Specially,

if M = 1, the frequency model can be simplified as:

(1.1.9)

where V is the velocity vector corresponding to al in (1.1.7). It is the first order depen

dency ofdisplacement with time. The equation (1.1.9) discloses that for an image sequence

which contains only contains uniform translational motion, its 3-D Fourier coefficients are

distributed only within a plane, and the slope of the plane is related to translational veloc

ity directly. This is the well-known uniform translational motion model in the frequency

domain, which is just a special case of (1.1.7).

Furthermore, if we define a sequence of time intervals [ti, ti+l], i = 0,1,2, ...

and a corresponding polynomial coefficients vector a i = [ai, a~, ... ,a~], the object can

take translational motion in different polynomial trajectories in different temporal pieces.

With this piecewise polynomial translational motion model, complex motions can be well

approximated if the time interval is small enough. In this case, the equation (1.1.8) is

applied over a rectangle time window for each temporal piece. In the frequency domain,

the result is to convolute a sinc function with equation (1.1.8), and multiply with a phase

shift term according to the position of current temporal piece[23]. The convolution of the

sinc function also spread the "coefficient plane" into a plane cluster of coefficients in the

frequency domain representation of the piecewise uniform translational motion.

Taking the piecewise uniform translational motion as an example, we can see

many advantages for motion estimation in the frequency domain.

Noise resistance is one of the strengths of the frequency domain approach. In

most applications, only the objects which undertake large scale movements, or significant

motion, are of interested. The information about the intensity changes associated with these

motions are carried mainly by low frequency coefficients in the Fourier domain. Since

sudden temporal interference, even of high magnitude, is pushed into the high frequency
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band, it cannot destroy the long term pattern established in the frequency domain. For the

case ofuniform translational motion, the motion estimation process is based on determining

the slope of a plane cluster, which is resistant to temporal interference. As discussed in

detail in chapter 3, it can be a very robust process. In the spatiotemporal domain, to obtain

long-term resistance to temporal noise is very difficult.

Another benefit of operating in the frequency domain is that some human visual

perception effects are more easily interpreted. For uniform translational motion, if the tem

poral sampling rate is too low, the object seems undergo motion in a direction opposite to

the true motion. The aliasing effects in the frequency domain explains this effect accu

rately. The concept of "velocity bandwidth" introduced in [25] gives quantitative criteria

on how to avoid this aliasing effect in practice. In [26], proper weighting stratagem on

motion estimation method are suggested to decrease the aliasing effect in the frequency

approach. Another example is stroboscopic apparent motion which is the basis for motion

rendition in video and movies. The explanation based on the frequency domain also helps

in modelling the motion perception by the visual system.

The third advantage of frequency domain methods is that the intensity changes

due to spatial textures and motions are separated. Although the spatial frequency is sig

nificant in the 3-D frequency distribution, it does not affect the slope of the plane cluster

in equation (1.1.9), which dominates the estimation of the uniform translational moiton.

This property, along with the former two advantages, is also seen in the case of rotational

motion.

Rotational motion is periodic, which is suitable for frequency domain approaches.

[27] presents the frequency domain model of polynomial rotational motion. The coordi

nates of any pixel within the rotating object can be expressed as:

r(t) - r (1.1.10)

M tm

O(t) o I:Wm (1.1.11)- 0+ --
m!

m=l
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The r(t) is the radial position of a pixel, which is unchanged. The 0(0) and O(t) are the

instaneous angles of the pixel at beginning and time t respectively. It is assumed that 0

changs in a polynomial manner, specified by polynomial coefficients Wm , m = 1...M.

Assuming that an object undertaking global rotational motion is presented in an image

sequence, denote the intensity of any pixel at (r, 0, t) in the rotational object as I(r, 0, t).

The 3-D Fourier transform of the image sequence is derived as:

(1.1.12)

where the L n (!1r , !1o) is a series expression of the 2-D Fourier transform of the first frame.

In the special case that M=1 in (1.1.10), which stands for the uniform rotational motion,

equation (1.1.12) is simplified to:

n=+oo

L nwl
I(r, 0, f) = Ln (!1n !1o)o(J +-)

211"
n=-oo

(1.1.13)

That is to say, ifa global rotational motion is presented in an image sequence, the projection

of the Fourier distribution on the temporal frequency axis is a sequence of even spaced

impulses, and the interval between the impulse is proportional to the rotational speed. The

interval of the impulse sequence has little to do with the texture of each frame. It is a

reflection of the periodic motion in the image sequence. This is an excellent example

showing that the frequency domain representation converts a large scale regularity into a

concise model. The uncorrelated information such as image texture and noise is suppressed

to a great extent.

Due to these advantages, a great deal' of activity has focussed on the frequency

domain approach. For example, [24]gives solutions for a more complex polynomial trans

lational motion model. In [28] and [29], the combination of translational and rotational

motion is modelled in the frequency domain. As more motion models and detection algo

rithms are developed, the frequency domain approach is growing to be an important field

of studying motion estimation.
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However, there is an obvious drawback associated with this class of method.

Since the Fourier transform has no spatiotemporal resolution, if two or more different

motions are presented, their signatures in the frequency domain will be mixed together.

Unfortunately, this situation happens in almost every practical application.

1.1.5 The Joint Spatiotemporal/Spatiotemporal-frequency(st/stf) Do

main Approach

As image and video signals are highly non-stationary, examining the local fre

quency information at specific spatiotemporallocations discloses subtle structure ofthe sig

nals and provides more flexibility in designing algorithms. Joint spatiotemporal-frequency

representations, which represent spatial, temporal and frequency information simultane

ously, offer opportunities to merge the advantages of frequency domain and spatiotemporal

techniques. Therefore, extensive investigations have been carried out in several spaces in

this representation family.

The Wavelet Domain Approach

The wavelet representation establishes a multi-resolution analysis space in which

each subspace reveals the characteristics ofa signal at a certain resolution level. The hierar

chical information structure is a reasonable modelling ofhuman visual perception behavior

and enables the "from coarse to fine" mechanism to recognize the signal's features in dif

ferent scales. In signal processing terms, the wavelet coefficients are acquired by filtering

signals with a set of bandpass filters under different scales. The filters are designed to

have concentrated distributions both in the spatiotemporal and frequency domains. The

wavelet coefficients obtained by filters with the same bandwidth(but different spatiotempo

ral shifts) disclose the joint characters of the signal at one resolution grade. By carefully
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designing the filter banks, efficient and complete wavelet representation can be achieved

with a multi-scale structure available for algorithm development.

Great achievements in the wavelet domain can be seen almost everywhere in

image and video processing. In compression, the non-stationary image or video signal

becomes much more predictable in the wavelet domain. The wavelet representation or

ganizes the stationary components in the significant coefficients of low frequency bands,

whereas the subtle and sudden changes (highly non-stationary components) are often or

ganized into high frequency band levels in the wavelet domain. Hence, multi-stage video

coding schemes can be implemented with higher efficiency. In computer vision tasks such

as object edge detection, the multi-resolution property of the wavelet representation en

ables robust scene recognizing at large scales and detail detection with high spatiotemporal

resolution. Since motion estimation is also an important technology in the former two

applications, it is also investigated in the wavelet domain extensively.

One approach is to integrate a spatiotemporal domain algorithm into a multi

resolution scheme. In [30], an adaptive method is designed to choose the best scales to

avoid the aperture problem in estimating the local motion field. In [31], a successive ap

proximation scheme is proposed to compute optical flow in a Laplacian pyramid structure.

Iterative gradient estimation is carried out in a coarse resolution subspace at first, and the

result can be used as pre-knowledge, or a new constraint, for the space with higher spa

tiotemporal resolution until all local resolution requirements are meet. The wavelet analy

sis space offers a flexible framework to balance robustness and accuracy with controllable

spatiotemporal resolution. In [32], a complex valued 2-D wavelet transform is designed

to implement intensity correspondence searching in a multi-scale manner. Beginning from

the coarse stage, the local translational model is evaluated with a maximum likelihood es

timator in a Bayesian approach. Each estimation output serves as reference for motion

estimation in the finer stages. How best to use the reference knowledge from the previous
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stage is still an interesting topic. The performance of this method is proven to be superior

in accuracy and noise resistance.

Another class of algorithm seeks to find the motion models embodied in the

wavelet coefficients. [33] defines a condition that the polynomial texture images are under

taking translational movement. Bydesigning a separable wavelet filter bank matched to the

image texture, the resulting 2-D wavelet representation bears the velocity information di

rectly in the ratio between coefficients of two subimages. Although various image textures

and wavelet designs are also studied, there is still a distance from practical applications.

The difficulty in determining motion models directly in the wavelet domain is

due to the inconsistency of different resolution levels. The spatiotemporal correspondence

between wavelet coefficients of different levels is hard to trace. In addition, the wavelet

transform is spatiotemporal-variant. That is to say, a spatiotemporal shift will result in

a different wavelet domain distribution. That also disturbs the inter-frame representation

consistency, which is important in determining a concise model.

Nevertheless, [34] establishes an approach for detecting the frequency domain

model of uniform translational motion in the wavelet domain. A 3-D wavelet transform

is constructed with filter banks that are selective for different orientations, speeds and lo

cations. This is accomplished by applying l-D Hilbert transform along the dimension of

interest to conventional wavelet basis functions. The "extended" wavelets couple the local

frequency information at the diagonal positions of local frequency domain. By detecting

the corresponding wavelet coefficients accordingly, motion vectors can be estimated for

each spatiotemporal location. Utilizing a frequency domain motion model in a modified

joint representation is a promising approach to keep the advantages of frequency domain

analysis and enhance spatiotemporal resolution simultaneously. The 3-D Gabor domain

approach, which is the main content of this dissertation, intends to achieve this goal with

superior performance.
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The Gabor Representation and Human Visual System

Because the Gabor representation is fundamental to the motion estimation meth

ods developed in this work, chapter 2 will be dedicated to discussing it in detail. Compared

with the wavelet representation, its joint st/stf analysis structure is more closely associ

ated with the local frequency domain distribution. This makes it more feasible to derive
•

corresponding motion models and construct algorithms.

Interest in the Gabor representation is due in part results in visual neural system

research. In order to understand how the human visual perception system works, numerous

studies have been undertaken to model visual information acquiring mechanisms such as

position-dependent visual sensing, dynamic scene encoding, logarithmic frequency scaling

and noise resistant motion tracking. Neurobiological experimental results show that the Ga

bor representation is a good simulation of the processes underlying vision in many aspects.

For example, the cortical simple cells in the mammalian visual cortex exhibit properties

such as "orientation selectivity", "spatiotemporally localized sampling" and "quadrature

phase relationship" between adjacent cells, which can be well approximated by certain

types of Gabor representations[35]. In [36], a generalized Gabor scheme is suggested to

modelling different vision physiology functions by changing parameters. The generalized

the Gabor representation shows improved flexibility in explaining many visual perception

phenomena and the experimental results using typical bandlimited images are quite promis

ing.

1.2 Organization

The rest of the dissertation is arranged in 4 chapters.

Chapter 2 introduces the 3-D Gabor representation, the main analysis space for

this research. Based on a systematic discussion of the representations of signals, the struc-
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ture, properties and advantages of the 3-D Gabor domain are described to explain why it

provides a suitable framework for motion estimation.

In Chapter 3, the mathematical form of the translational motion model in the

3-D Gabor domain is derived. A piecewise uniform translational motion model is then

established. As the model form is rather concise, an efficient algorithm can be designed

for motion estimation. The algorithm is applied experimentally, and its performance is

analyzed.

In Chapter 4, the goal is to enhance spatiotemporal resolution while keeping the

estimation accuracy and robustness. To accomplish this, a partial reconstruction technique

is applied in the 3-D Gabor domain. Integrated with the algorithm constructed in chapter

3, the method achieves spatiotemporal resolution at the pixel level with the possibility

of subpixel resolution. Performance evaluation of the new algorithm substantiates these

significant resolution improvements.

Chapter 5 investigates rotational motion in the 3-D Gabor domain. The mathe

matical model is derived, and the detection algorithms are built accordingly. Although the

algorithm is only for uniformly rotating objects and there is additional work to be done to

make the method practical, the suitability of the 3-D Gabor domain for this kind ofmotion

analysis is clearly demonstrated.

1.3 Notation

Lowercase letters such as x denote vectors. They are assumed to be column

vectors if not indicated otherwise. Uppercase letters such as A mxn denote matrix with m

rows and n columns.

The < x(t), y(t) > indicates the inner product two functions:

1
+00

< x(t), y(t) >= -00 x(t)y(t)dt

17
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in the continuous case and

in the discrete case.

+00
< x(t), y(t) >= L x(t)y(t)

t=-oo

(1.3.2)

Thenonn IIf(t)11 can be regarded as ..j< f(t),f(t) >.

The Fourier transfonn ofa time function f (t) is presented as F [J(t)] (w) where w

is the frequency variable. In a similar way, the Gabor transfonn ofa function f (t) is shown

as G [J(t)] (td, Wt) where td and Wt are Gabor coefficient indices.
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Chapter 2

The 3-D Gabor Representation

2.1 Representation of Signals

The information carried by a signal can be represented in innumerable ways. In

each application, proper signal representations should be chosen to display the interesting

aspects of information as explicitly as possible. For example, the function of time f(t) is

often used because the amplitude changing with time is easy to observe and utilize. An

other popular representation is the Fourier transform, a function of frequency F (w ). It

shows how frequently the signal changes its values by illustrating the different contribu

tions of each frequency components it contains. Because of the different poilits of view in

representing the signal, analysis and processing methods based on different representations

have different performance potentials.

Therefore, establishing an appropriate representation (or domain) is of great im

portance in signal processing. If the desired representation is not the form in which the

signal is acquired collected, a transform is needed to map the signal into the objective do

main. For example, if the frequency domain processing is demanded but the current signal

is stored as a time function f (t), the f (t) must be re-expressed as a frequency domain
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function F(w):

1
+00

f(t) = -00 F(w)exp(jwt)dw (2.1.1)

In the expansion, the integral can be regarded as linear combination of a set of complex

exponential functions at every frequency point. Since each of them has a single and dis

tinct frequency w throughout the signals duration, the associated Fourier coefficient F (w)

reflects the amount of signal at each frequency point w exclusively. That is: the frequency

domain representation.

Finding the F(w) for each basis function exp(jwt) is well known as the Fourier

transform:

1
+00

F(w) = -00 f(t)exp( -jwt)dt (2.1.2)

It is the inner product of the time function f(t) and a set of analysis functions, which are

the complex conjugates of the transform basis functions. Each analysis function stands for

the same frequency components as its conjugate part. In general, the analysis functions in

a transform and the basis functions in the associated expansion are "dual" to each other.

They set up a transform pair between the two representations under some conditions that

will be mentioned later.

To design a set of suitable basis functions is a fundamental task in signal repre

sentation. The basis functions determine the information structure and the analyzing ability

ofa representation. For example, ifthe time resolution is the first priority, the time function

f (t) is selected for the finest time resolution of its basis function, 6(t). On the other hand, if

frequency characteristics are of interest, the Fourier domain should be used because the fre

quency representation F(w) provides the highest frequency resolution with basis functions

at every frequency point. However, the limits of the two representations are as obvious

as their advantages. The time function cannot distinguish different frequency components

because the 0(t) is a constant throughout the frequency domain. On the other hand, if
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the frequency distribution is time varying, the F(w) tells nothing about when or where

the frequency components exist. Since most of the practical systems in engineering are

non-stationary in time or space, neither of the two representations are suitable to describe

them dynamically. The Gabor representation to be introduced in this chapter, however,

provides a representation platform on which the joint time-frequency information structure

of a signal is revealed in a well organized way.

2.2 Frame for Signal Representation

In the following discussion, without losing generality, we assume the signal is

previously expressed as a time function f(t). The function sequence 'Pj indexed by j are the

elementary functions of the transform. Denote T{f(t)} =< f(t), 'Pj > the representation

of function f(t) in the objective domain. be a rational transform, T{f(t)} must satisfy two

conditions:

(1) One to one correspondence: if fl(t) = h(t), T{/I(t)} = T{h(t)}.

(2) Continuity in transform and inverse transform:

Allf(t)11 2 ~ L I < f(t), 'Pj > 1
2 ~ Bllf(t)1I 2

j

(2.2.1)

This can be understood as a function f (t) with nonzero norm II f (t) II =I- 0 must have at least

one projected component < f(t), 'Pj > with nonzero norm; simultaneously, a function with

finite norm Ilf(t)1I < 00 must have a finite norm summation L:j I < f(t), 'Pj > 12 in the

objective domain.

Under these two conditions, the function set 'Pj Ij E Z spans a frame for signal

representation. A signal f(t) can be expressed as a linear combination of the 'Pj where the

combination coefficients Cj are the representation of f (t) in the frame.

(2.2.2)
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If a unique representation Cj exists for any function !(t), the function set <Pj is called a

basis which spans a function space.

For a set of basis functions of a frame, there is a dual function set (Pi Ii E Z by

which the expansion coefficients Cj can be calculated by inner product as:

Cj =< !(t), 0; >= 1: !(t)0;(t)dt (2.2.3)

where the * is complex conjugate.

In some special cases such as the Fourier transform, the basis function set is dual

to itself: 'Pj = 0j. They are called orthogonal basis function sets and compose orthogonal

frames in which A = B = 1 in equation (2.2.1). In orthogonal function spaces, each basis

function is orthogonal to the other basis functions in the function set and only couples the

information of its own dimension.

The orthogonal frame is widely used and appreciated because it not only saves

work in finding dual functions, but also is easy to manipulate due to the independence of

representation coefficients. Yet there exists a much larger family of basis functions that

possess powerful signal expression abilities, but with the dual parts having a biorthogonal

relationship:

Substitute (2.2.2) to (2.2.3) we can see the relation between <Pj and 0{

(2.2.4)

To solve the biorthogonal equation for the dual functions is not a trivial task, even for some

function spaces whose basis functions look very nice. The Gabor representation is one

example.
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2.3 I-D Gabor Representation

2.3.1 The Gabor Basis Functions

The Gabor representation was proposed by Dr. Dennis Gabor in 1946. In an

attempt to analyze time and frequency information simultaneously, he suggested a set of

basis functions having concentrated shapes both in time and frequency domains.

The basis functions are composed ofGaussian windows with different time shifts

and modulated to different frequency points,

gn,m(t) = g(t - nT) exp(j27rmD(t - nT)) (2.3.1)

Where the Gaussian window g(t) has the normalized energy It IIg(t)lIdt - 1, and has

concentrated distributions both in the time and frequency domains. For example:

a 1

g(t) = (-)4 exp(-at2
)

7r
(2.3.2)

where a is a parameter (like (J ofGaussian function) controlling the degree ofconcentration

in the time and frequency domains. The larger the a is, the higher resolution it achieves

in time. At the same time, the frequency resolution decreases under the constraint of the

Heisenberg uncertainty. As the Gaussian window reach the lower bound of the Heisenberg

uncertainty, the representation is widely regarded as an optimum one in the sense ofjoint

resolution. The T and the D in equation (2.3.1) are the steps in time and frequency shifts

respectively. The Gabor basis function indexed by [n, m] is jointly localized around time

frequency point (nT, mD). It is not difficult to see that T and D are the sampling intervals

of adjacent time-frequency points. Their product T x D indicates the density of sampling.

Also, it represents the region controlled by a Gabor basis function. If the representation is

to be complete, the region cannot be too large. In uniform sampling case, which is implied

from now on, it is necessary to ensure T x D ~ 27r. If T x D = 27r, we refer to it as

critical sampling. Sampling density less than this threshold may lose information. The
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case of T x 0 < 21r is over sampling, which is recommended for reasons that will be

explained later. Fig(2.1) and Fig(2.2) displays some basis functions of two Gabor spaces

with different a's.

2.3.2 The Continuous Gabor Representation

When a continuous signal f (t) is expanded as a linear combination ofa set ofcon

tinuous basis functions gn,m(t) shown in equation (2.3.1), the coefficients Cn,m associated

with each basis functions uniquely define the signal in its continuous Gabor representation:

(2.3.3)
n m

- L L Cn,m(;)i exp(-a(t - nT?) exp(j21rmO(t - nT))
n m

Because of the joint time-frequency locality property of the Gabor basis functions, the

time varying frequency distribution is distinguished by different Gabor coefficients. This

joint time-frequency analysis ability makes the Gabor representation a powerful tool in

processing non-stationary signals and analyzing dynamic systems.

Designing a Gabor Representation Framework for special Applications

The three parameters, a, T and 0 in equation (2.3.3) must be determined before

creating a Gabor framework for an application. Although the a of the Gaussian window

plays a significant part in the time and frequency resolution, experiments have shown that

a denser sampling rate along the dimension of interest also helps to enhance resolution to

some degree. The T and 0, besides be selected to ensure completeness, must be carefully

planned to meet the resolution requirements of the application as well as keeping moderate

overlaps between the adjacent basis functions. If the overlap is too small (sampling too

sparsely for the selected a), large signal components in a poorly covered region may result

in very large coefficients for the neighboring basis functions. Fig(2.3) shows an example
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where the shifts of the Gaussian windows provide efficient coverage in the time domain.

It also illustrates a case of improper parameter settings for a and the sampling rate. If the

overlap is too much (sampling too dense for a), the representation becomes too redundant

to be computationally efficient. Sometimes, moderate additional overlap beyond necessary

is helpful in achieving better performance. We will discuss this further in the following

chapters. To avoid difficulties in implementation, throughout this thesis we consider only

the case that the three parameters do not change spatially or temporally in a constructed

Gabor domain. The more complex Gabor representation with attention-based variable pa

rameters [36] may be a topic of further work. In conclusion, the design of a Gabor repre

sentation is an engineering art, with the goal of covering the entire time-frequency plane

efficiently, and with the required local time-frequency resolution. In the following chapter,

we will show the different performance for different parameter settings based on the same

motion estimation algorithm in the Gabor domain.

The Auxiliary Functions of the Gabor Basis

Unfortunately, the Gabor representation is not an orthogonal frame. In theory, the

analysis functions for computing the Gabor coefficients must be solved from the biothog

onal equation (2.2.4) for each Gabor basis function set. Although researchers has derived

some analysis solutions[37], there are many constraints on the feasible Gabor expansion,

and the auxiliary function is neither time nor frequency localized. A method for determin

ing the dual function of an arbitrary Gabor basis set does not yet exist. Fortunately, since

most of the signal processing applications in engineering deal with discrete data, the dis

crete dual functions for a given discrete Gabor basis function set can be solved numerically

from linear equation groups. Thus the discrete Gabor representation for any given digital

signal can be found numerically.
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2.3.3 The Discrete Gabor Representation

The discrete Gabor representation was developed for numerical implementation

on digital signals [38]. Suppose we have discrete signal f(l) where l E [0, L - 1], the

discrete Gabor expansion is defined as:

K-I lV-I

f(l) = L L Ck,wgk,w(l)
k=O w=O

where

gk,w(l) = g(l- k!:lK) exp(j2w!:lW((l - !:lK))

(2.3.4)

(2.3.5)

where !:lK = i and !:lW = ~. The g(l) is a discrete Gaussian-type function such as:

g(l) = exp( -rral2 ). The a has the same effect as in function (2.3.2).

To ensure the invertibility ofthe discrete Gabor representation, the basis functions

must be arranged over a critical or over sampling lattice such as: !:lK x !:lW ~ 2rr. In

this case, the number of the Gabor coefficients should be equal to or larger than the signal

length. Otherwise, the original data cannot be recovered from the expansion.

2.3.4 Coefficient Calculation

One of the general method to find coefficients of any Gabor representation for

any signal is to solve a set of linear equations that embody the biorthogonal relationship

between the Gabor basis functions and their auxiliary functions. Denote as P = k x W the

number of Gabor basis functions in the representation and L the number of signal pixels.

From the discrete 3-D Gabor representation in equation (2.3.4) we have a matrix form :

(2.3.6)

where

fLxI = [f(l), f(2), ... , f(L)]T
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is the column vector of all signal points.

gl(l) gl(2) gl(L)

G pxL =
g2(1) g2(2) g2(L)

(2.3.7)

gp(l) gp(2) gp(L)

is the matrix of the Gabor basis functions. Each row is the set of discrete values in a given

Gabor basis function.

is the corresponding set of Gabor coefficients. To ensure numerical stability as well as

allowing for the over sampling case in which P > L, The least mean square (LMS) criteria

can be applied, by which we choose our solution C to minimize the error (GC- f) T (GC

f). In the LMS sense, the solution is:

(2.3.8)

2.4 The 3-D Gabor Representation

To apply the Gabor decomposition to image sequences, it can be extended to the

3-D Gabor representation[26][39]:

f(x, y, t) =

The basis functions,

i,j,k,u,v,w

C. Ok go Ok (x Y t)1.,1, ,u,v,w '1.,1, ,u,v,w , , (2.4.1)

gi,j,k,u,v,w(X, y, t) - g(x - itlx , y - jtly , t - ktlT )

exp(j21T(UWx (X - itlx ) + vWy(y - jtly ) +

WWt(t - ktlT)))
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have six parameters (i, j, k, u, v, w) to specify their different spatial, temporal and three di

mensional frequency positions with spatiotemporal sampling intervals of tlx , tly , tlT and

frequency sampling intervals of wx , wy , Wz • The 3-D extension of the Gabor representa

tion establishes an analysis framework that can capture the dynamic joint spatiotemporal

frequency information carried by moving objects.

The 3-D Discrete Gabor Representation

The 3-D discrete Gabor representation for digital image sequences can be ex

tended from the I-D discrete Gabor expansion in equation (2.3.4). Suppose we have an im

age sequence with L frames ofM x N images, whose gray values are denoted as I (m, n, l)

where x E [0, M -1], y E [0, N -1], t E [0, L -1]. The 3-D discrete Gaborrepresentation

is defined as:

i-I j-l K-l U-l V-I W-l

I(m, n, l) = L L L L L L Ci,j,k,u,v,wgi,j,k,u,v,w(m, n, l)
i=O j=O k=O u=O v=O w=O

(2.4.3)

The basis functions utilize a Gaussian envelope shifted spatiotemporally by index [i, j, k]

and frequency modulated by index [u, v, w]:

g o Ok (m n l) -'t,J, ,u,v,w " -
3

1 exp(_[(m-itlm )2+(n- j tln )2+(l-ktll )2]
(21r) "2 amanal am an al

/2) exp(j21r(utllm (m - itlm )) + vtlln(n - jtln)) +

(2.4.4)

h " - M " - N " - L "i - 1 "I - 1 ".f _ 1were Um - I,un - J,Ul - K'u m - u'u n - v,uJl - w'
To ensure the invertibility of the discrete 3-D Gabor representation, the basis

functions must be arranged over a critical or over sampling lattice as: tlm x tllm ~

21r, tln x tlln ~ 21r, tll X tlll ~ 21r. In this case, the number of the Gabor coefficients in

each dimension should be equal to or larger than the number of pixels in that dimension.

Otherwise, the original data cannot be recovered from the expansion. Although critical
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sampling is enough to retain all the information in an image sequences,we will explain

latter that the over sampling lattice has better performance.

The Calculation of the 3-D Gabor Coefficients

In theory, the 3-D Gabor representation can be calculated by inner products be

tween the signal and the 3-D auxiliary functions,

Ci,j,k,u,v,w = L f(m, n, l)'Ti,j,k,u,v,w(m, n, l)
m,n,l

m,n,l

where the ~m, ~n, ~l, ~fm, ~fn, and ~fl have the same meaning as in equation (2.4.3).

The 3-D auxiliary functions 1(m, n, l) are 3-D biorthogonal with the Gabor basis functions

in the base band. In practice, we can use a method similar to the one presented in the

l-D case. The only difference is that the matrix is filled with the 3-D data sequentially.

Denote as M = j x j x k x (; x V x W the number of 3-D Gabor basis functions in

the representation and N = I x J x K the number of signal pixels. From the discrete 3-D

Gabor representation we have:

(2.4.6)

where

fNx1 = [f(l, 1, 1), f(2, 1, 1), ... , f(I, J, K)]T

is the column matrix of the gray values of all pixels in the image sequence;

gl(l, 1, 1) gl(2,1,1) gl(I, J,K)

GMxN =
g2(1,1,1) g2(2, 1, 1) g2(I, J,K)

(2.4.7)

gM(l, 1, 1) gM(2, 1, 1) gM(I, J,K)
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is the matrix of the Gabor basis functions. Each row is the set of discrete values in a given

Gabor basis function.

CMx1 = [G1,G2 , •.• , GM]T

is the corresponding set of Gabor coefficients. The solution in the LMS sense is exactly the

same as equation(2.3.8).

Compared with the auxiliary function inner product method, (GT G) -1GT is the

matrix of discrete auxiliary functions with the same general form as the G matrix. In the

over sampling case, the matrix GT G may be poorly conditioned because there may be too

much similarity between the basis functions. In this case, suitable solutions can sometimes

be found by singular value decomposition. For further discussion on the calculation of the

discrete Gabor transform, see [39].

The Design of 3-D Gabor Representations for Specific Aplications

Compared with the design of I-D frameworks, although the 3-D Gabor analysis

framework provides more flexibility in setting parameters because ofmore degrees of free

dom, the same constraints on completeness and numerical stability of the I-D case must

be followed along each dimension. For example, the product of the number of temporal

samples and the number of temporal frequency bands must be equal to or larger than the

number of frames in the image sequence. Otherwise, temporal information may be omitted

in the 3-D Gabor domain.

Instead of the three main parameters in the I-D case, there are nine parameters

to be determined for a 3-D Gabor representation. The three spatiotemporal variances of

the 3-D Gaussian window mainly contribute to the joint analysis resolution of the basis

functions. The six spatiotemporal/spatiotemporal-frequency sampling intervals trade the

efficient coverage of the 6-D coefficient space under the constraints of completeness and

the resolution performance in the dimensions of interest. For example: if the spatiotempo-
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ral/frequency domain information is important for detecting a frequency motion model, the

sampling rate along the three frequency axes should be selected based on the complexity of

the model. In practice, the nine parameters are interact with each other to meet the theoret

ical and application requirements. In the following chapter, we will discuss different 3-D

Gabor domain configurations and their performance for given applications.

Although the critical sampling scheme is much more computationally efficient,

the over sampling framework is recommended under some circumstances because of its

better spatiotemporal/ spatiotemporal-frequency localization properties. In the critical sam

pling case, the auxiliary functions are poorly localized in the spatiotemporal domain and

in the frequency domain[36][40]. In the over sampling case, the auxiliary functions yield

much better localization and are more similar to the Gabor basis functions[41] in both do

mains. An orthogonal-like analysis framework can be formed by sufficient over sampling.

In the following chapters, the motion estimation method constructed in the 3-D Gabor do

main will be presented. The advantages of over sampling schemes are also discussed and

demonstrated by the experiments.
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exa~ of Gabor basis function in time domain
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Figure 2.1: Example of Gabor basis functions with a = 0.0884.
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examples of Gabor basis function in time domain
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Figure 2.2: Example of Gabor basis functions with a = 0.1788.
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Efficient coverage of Gabor basis functions In time domain
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Figure 2.3: Example of inappropriate designing of the Gabor representation
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Chapter 3

Motion Estimation in the 3-D Gabor

Domain

Applying the Gabor representation in image and image sequence processing has

been a topic of research for a number of years. As reviewed in chapter one, this was

motivated in part by the results of neurobiological experiments seeking to model the bio

logical visual system. Experimental results based on the visual neural networks of mam

mals indicate physical structures implementing tunable spatial/spatial-frequency localiza

tion, orientation selectivity, attention-based flexible sampling rates and quadrature phase

relations among cortical simple cells. These effects can be well modelled by the Gabor

basis functions[36][35]. The 3-D Gabor representation, with all properties of the Gabor

domain and temporal parameters, was developed as a model to be suitable for dynamic

visual perception mechanisms, particularily motion estimation.

The 3-D Gabor representation has a unique advantage for motion estimation. For

those Gabor coefficients with the same spatiotemporal index set [i, j, k] but different fre

quency indices [u, v, w] in equation (2.4.3), they contain the frequency information of the

spatiotemporally localized region. This local frequency information can be organized in

the same structure as the 3-D Fourier domain. In this way, the information structure of the
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3-D Gabor domain can be arranged in a manner analogous to a set of local 3-D Fourier

domains centered at different spatiotemporal positions. This information structure enables

the implementation of frequency domain methods with spatiotemporal resolution. How

ever, since the 3-D Gabor coefficients are inner products between the image sequence and

the 3-D Gabor auxiliary functions instead of Fourier basis functions, their frequency infor

mation distribution is not the same as in the 3-D Fourier domain. It is therefore instructive

to find the spatiotemporal/frequency model of the corresponding motion in the 3-D Gabor

domain.

3.1 The Translational Motion Model in the 3-D Gabor Do-

main

Translational motion is frequently encountered in practice. The general model of

translational motion of a rigid object can be described as:

x = Xo + D(l) (3.1.1)

where the vector x represents the spatial coordinates (m, n) of the object in equation

(2.4.3), at discrete time point l, Xo represents its spatial coordinates in the first frame and

D(l) is the time dependent displacement of the object. Denote the 2-D intensity function

of the first frame as Io(xo). After time l, the image moves to I(x). Assuming the intensity

of the object does not change, we have

I(x) = Io(xo) = Io(x - D(l))

The discrete 2-D Gabor transform for the object's first frame is:

Xo
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where the subscript 0 means the 2-D representation ofthe first frame. As (i, j) and (u, v) are

the index numbers ofthe Gabor basis function in spatial and frequency domain respectively,

the d = [i~m, j~n] and W = [u~fm, v~fn] are the spatial and spatial frequency locations

of the corresponding Gabor basis functions. The ~m and the ~n are spatial distances

between the adjacent Gabor basis functions. The ~fm and ~fn are distances between

adjacent Gabor basis functions on the two spatial frequency axes. Since the 3-D auxiliary

function I'(m, n, l)in equation (2.4.5) is sparable, we express its spatial part as 1'1 (x), and

the temporal part as 1'2 (l) .

Denote as ld and fz the time and temporal frequency shifts of the Gabor basis

functions. In the appendix, we show that the discrete 3-D Gabor representation of the

object during the interval [0, l] is:

Cdhw'/l ~ C~,wL exp(j27rwT D(l))')'2(l-ld)exp(-j27r fz(l-ld))
z

(3.1.4)

The d and ware the same as that of equation (3.1.3). The I'2(l) is the temporal part ofthe

3 D auxiliary function.

The summation can be regard as the I-D Gabor transform of exp(j27rwT D(l)).

Denoting by G the I-D Gabor transform, equation (3.1.4) can be written as:

(3.1.5)

This is the model of translational motion in the 3-D Gabor domain.

In the case of uniform translational motion, the time dependent displacement

term is just Vl where V is the velocity vector. In this case, the summation in equation

(3.1.4) can be regarded as the Fourier transform of the temporal auxiliary function I'2(l)

with a frequency shift W TV. Therefore, for an object undertaking uniform translational

motion, if we denote by F the Fourier transform, the discrete 3-D Gabor coefficients can

be expressed in the form of:

(3.1.6)
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In the critical sampling case, the auxiliary function 12 is not stlstf localized and the wave

form is very different from the corresponding Gabor basis function. As the sampling rate

rises, the auxiliary function will approach the Gabor basis function both in waveform and

in stlstf localization. In the over sampling case, the envelope of the auxiliary functions is

similar to a Gaussian envelope, which is also concentrated in the frequency domain. The

magnitude and spectrum of 12(l) for critical sampling and over sampling by a rate of 2

are shown in Fig(3.l) and Fig(3.2). We can see that if the variance of the Gaussian en

velope is not small (which means the 3-D basis function has a large temporal span), the

spectrum is like a 8 function spread around the original frequency point. In this case, we

can expect that after the frequency shift of wTV, the coefficients with significant energy

are distributed around the plane: il + w TV = O. If we can determine the "coefficient

plane" in the 3-D Gabor space, the velocity parameter can be directly obtained from the

plane equation.
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(a) The l-D Gabor auxiliary function (b)The Gabor auxiliary function

in the temporal domain in the frequency domain

Figure 3.1: A 1-D Gabor auxiliary function for the critical sampling case
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(a) The 1-D Gabor auxiliary function

in the temporal domain

(b) The Gabor auxiliary function

in the frequency domain

Figure 3.2: A 1-D Gabor auxiliary function with over sampling

3.2 The Piecewise Uniform Translational Motion Estima-

tion in the 3-D Gabor Domain

The piecewise uniform translation model is the simplest practical motion model.

The motion trajectory is approximated as a sequence ofuniform translational motions. The

motion of an object is described as a set of time interval [t i , ti+l] , i = 0,1,2, ... and cor

responding translation vectors V = [Wi), lfy(i)] as the average velocity in the interval. If

considered over infinite time duration, the frequency signature of the uniform translation

model is well known as a pure plane. The slope of the plane is determined by the velocity

of the translation. If the object's velocity is far from uniform throughout the image se

quence, such as polynomial time dependent or sinusoidal time dependent, its trajectory can

be approximated as piecewise uniform translations in a sequence of small spatiotemporal

span. The discrete 3-D Gabor representation provides a suitable information structure to

estimate piecewise uniform translational motion. Using the model presented in equation

(3.1.6), the velocity information at each local spatiotemporal position can be found directly
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from the 3-D Gabor coefficients belonging to that local region. That is: the slope of the

plane around which the most significant Gabor coefficients are distributed.

In practice, we use the magnitude of the coefficients as a measurement of signif

icance. Weighted LMS ( Least Mean Square error) estimation is used to find the plane that

best fits the cloud of coefficients.

The 3-D Gabor coefficients corresponding to a local spatiotemporal region are

arranged by their center frequencies. Denote by u, v, and W the horizonal, vertical, and

temporal frequency respectively. Suppose there are n nonzero coefficients at frequencies

points, lUI, Vb WI], [U2' V2, W2), ... , [Un' Vn , wn ), and that they have corresponding magni

tudes in the vector m = [mI' m2, ... , m n ). In the ideal case, ifuniform translational motion

is exhibited at a spatiotemporal location, most of those coefficients should be clustered

around frequency points in the plane defined by the equation:

(3.2.1)

where [rx , ry)is the velocity ofthe uniform translational motion and [u, v, w) are the coordi

nates ofthe point belonging to the plane. With U = rUb U2, ... , un]T, V = [VI, V2, ... , vn]T,and,

w = [WI, W2, ... , wn]T, the plane equation can be written as:

w=Ar (3.2.2)

where A = [uv) and r = [rx , ry]T.

However, since the motion model in the 3-D Gabor domain is a spread 8function,

there are some coefficients with small magnitudes standing far from the plane. In addition,

some coefficients due to noise may be distributed randomly out of the plane. To reduce

these negative effects in estimating the plane, an n x n reliability information matrix M is

introduced based on the magnitude vector m. The Gabor coefficients with higher magni

tude are more likely due to the object and its motion and should be weighted more in finding

the slope. Each element in m is mapped to a reliability measurement !(mi),(i = 1,2... , n),
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which is a positive monotonically increasing function of mi. Here we choose f(mi) = mt

by experiment. The reliability matrix is:M = diag[mi, m~, ... , m~]. With this reliability

measurement, the plane can be estimated in the well-known weighted least mean square

error sense: as:

(3.2.3)

Therefore, the procedure ofestimating piecewise uniform translational motion in

the 3-D Gabor domain can be summarized as:

(1) According to any pre-knowledge of the characteristics of the image sequence

and resolution requirements of the application, design a proper 3-D Gabor representation.

That is, determine the 3-D Gabor basis functions as well as the six st/stf sampling rates.

The analysis framework is built by filling the basis function matrix G in equation (2.3.8).

(2) Input the signal vector f in equation (2.3.8), perform the 3-D Gabor trans

form to calculate the Gabor coefficients. Group the 3-D Gabor coefficients based on their

spatiotemporallocations. That is: put all the coefficients with the same spatiotemporal in

dex into a distinct group so that the coefficients in the group contain the local frequency

information of that spatiotemporal region. Global statistics such as average magnitude or

median magnitude of all coefficients can also be computed in this step.

(3) In each local spatiotemporal group, perform uniform translational motion es

timation as in equation (3.2.3). To enhance computational efficiency, we first examine the

magnitudes of the 3-D Gabor coefficients, removing those coefficients whose magnitudes

are much smaller than the average before filling the frequency location matrix A and w.

(4) Repeat (3) for every spatiotemporal coefficient group.
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3.3 Performance Analysis ofMotion Estimation in the 3-D

Gabor Domain

Because the performance of image processing methods are highly application

oriented and associated with human visual perception (which is not fully understand), it is

very hard to develop a theoretical performance analysis systematically. One practical ap

proaching is to construct some typical image sequences in which the facets ofperformance

of interest are emphasized. By numerically comparing these ground truth motion fields

with the estimation results, we can grade the quality of the estimation method and predict

its behavior to some extent.

3.3.1 Image Sequences for Experiments

For the purpose of this research, three image sequences are constructed.

The first image sequence has 48 frames with 256 x 256 pixels each and with

grey levels in the range 0 to 255. It contains two squares with sinusoidal texture. They

are undergoing uniform translational motion on a sinusoidal texture background. Fig(3.3)

shows two frames from the sequence together with their true motion fields. The upper

square (80 x 80 pixels in size) is moving from right to left with velocity 2 pixels/frame. The

lower square (also 80 x 80 pixels in size) is moving towards the upper left comer at speed

of I pixeVframe in the y direction and 2 pixels/frame in the x direction. The sinusoidal

texture of the background and the squares have frequencies of ~ and ~ respectively. This

image sequence not only satisfies the uniform translational motion assumption, but also

has explicit spatial frequency components to calculate the plane slope. We use it to test the

performance of our algorithm under the best possible condition.

The second image sequence is a wheel with isotropic sinusoidal texture undergo

ing uniform rotational motion on a black background. The size of the image sequence is
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(a) One frame of the two-square

Image sequence

(c) True motion vectors on

16 x 16 spatial centers

(b) True motion vectors on

32 x 32 spatial centers

Figure 3.3: Two-square image sequence and its true motion Field

256 x 256 x 48 with grey levels from 0 to 255. Fig(3.4) shows one of the frames from the

sequence together with its true motion field. The center of the wheel is fixed at (120,120)

and the radius is also fixed at 100 pixels. The intensity of pixels alone the 100-pixel radius

is distributed in sinusoidal wave with 32 cycles. The wheel is rotating at an angular speed

of I;S/frame. This image sequence includes pixels moving in all directions. The velocity

linearly increases from the center of the wheel to the border. The motion in this image se

quence is well approximated by piece-wised translational motion under low rotating speed.
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The estimation results also demonstrate whether or not the method is isotropic for different

directions of velocity.

(a) One frame of the wheel

Image sequence.

• I • • • to l' .. • '*

(b) True motion vectors on

16 x 16 spatial centers.

"
..

..

(c) True motion vectors on

32 x 32 spatial centers.

Figure 3.4: "Wheel" image sequence and its true motion field.

The third sequence has three wheels with isotropic sinusoidal texture undergoing

uniform rotational motion on a black background. The size of the image sequence is also

256 x 256 x 48. Fig(3.5) shows one of the frames together with the true motion field. The

center of the wheels are fixed at (60,128), (150,70) and (150,170). All the radii are 45

pixels. The intensity of pixels alone the radius is distributed in a sinusoidal wave of 16

cycles. The wheels are rotating at an angular speed of I~O/frame. This image sequence not
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only includes pixels moving in different directions with different speeds, but also tests the

localization property of the 3-D Gabor representation by showing the influence among the

different neighboring motions in the border areas of adjacent wheels.

..

..

.1 II".

(a) One frame of the three-wheel

Image sequence.

(b) True motion vectors on

32 x 32 spatial centers.

Figure 3.5: "Three-Wheel" sequence and its true motion field.

In all the artificial image sequences, although the true motion of every pixel is

known, the true motion field is displayed with the same spatiotemporal resolution as the 3

D Gabor framework under investigation. In each spatiotemporal region, the motion vector

of the center pixel is displayed.

3.3.2 Performance Calibration

The aspect of the algorithm being evaluated in these tests include: the spatiotem

poral resolution, the errors between estimated motion fields and the true motion fields, and

the noise resistance ability.
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(3.3.1)

Estimation Accuracy

The accuracy of estimation is measured by the errors between the motion vec

tors of the true motion field and the estimated motion field. Three metrics are utilized to

quantify these errors: overall similarity is gauged by calculating an "inner product" field;

angle error measures the absolute value of the angle difference between vectors; and rel

ative magnitude error evaluates the error in estimating vector magnitude. From now on,

we refer to the corresponding true motion vector and estimated motion vector as "vector

pairs".

The similarity of a vector pair is calculated in the x and y direction separately.

Before computing the inner product, the two vectors are normalized by the larger one. If

the true motion vector is (Xl, Yt) and the estimated motion vector is (xe,Ye), the normal

ized motion vectors are ( (t ), r )) and ( fe ), ('e )) for the true and
max Xt,Xe max Yt,Ye max Xt,Xe max Yt,Ye

estimated motion vector respectively. The similarity of the two vectors is calculated by

computing the inner product of the normalized vectors. The result is within the range [0, 1]

from "totally different(orthogonal)" to "the same". Overall similarity is estimated by the

average of all vector pair similarities.

The angle error is simply the difference between the directions of the vectors. If

the true motion has angle (}t, the estimated motion has angle (}e, the angle error is I(}t - (}el.

The overall angle error is the average over all the vector pairs. The value is within the range

[0, ?f]. The smaller the value the better the performance.

Magnitude error must be a relative metric to provide a valid comparison for vec

tor fields of different average magnitudes. Before calculating the error, the magnitudes of

all the vectors in the true motion field are computed. The median Vmed is chosen for nor

malization. If the true motion vector is (Xl, Yt) and estimated motion vector is (xe,Ye) , the

relative magnitude difference for the vector pair is defined as :

IvxF + yl- vx~ + y';l
Errormag = v: .

med
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The overall magnitude error is the average of all vector pairs.

Spatiotemporal Resolution

Based on the above accuracy measurements, performance in terms of spatiotem

poral resolution can also be evaluated. By increasing the spatiotemporal resolution of the

3-D Gabor framework while examining the accuracy of the estimation results, we can find

the spatiotemporal resolution of the method under "almost ideal" conditions: the "two-

square" image sequence in the noise free case.

Noise Resistance Ability

Noise resistance can be evaluated by comparing motion field accuracy under dif

ferent amounts of additive noise.

3.3.3 Performance Analysis for Experimental Results
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(a)spatial domain critical sampling

with tll = 8.

(b)Frequency domain critical

sampling with tlw = ~.

Figure 3.6: A: Gabor basis function coverage along one dimension ofthe spatial and spatial
frequency domains under critical sampling with a = 0.125, tll = 8.
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(a)Spatial domain critical sampling
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(b)Frequency domain critical

sampling with ~w = i.

Figure 3.7: B: Gabor basis function coverage along one dimension of the spatial and spatial
frequency domains under critical sampling with a = 0.0625, ~l = 16.

The Two-square Image Sequence

Two 3-D Gabor representation schemes are compared on the two-square image

sequence. The first one (scheme A) leads to estimation result shown in Fig(3.8). Its basis

functions, with Gaussian envelope and a = 0.125, have 32 x 32 x 6 different spatiotemporal

locations and 8 x 8 x 8 different frequency bands in a 3-D critical sampling framework.

Fig(3.6) shows the coverage of the Gaussian envelopes in a spatial dimension and in the

corresponding spatial frequency domain. The 3-D Gabor coefficients are arranged by 32 x

32 x 8 spatiotemporal groups within which the 8 x 8 x 8 coefficients (with the same

spatiotemporal index) are associated with different frequency bands. The other 3-D Gabor

framework (scheme B) yields the result in Fig(3.9). The basis function set is indexed by

16 x 16 x 3 spatiotemporal shifts and 16 x 16 x 16 frequency bands. As the a = 0.0625

is only half of the first case, the wider Gabor basis function in spatiotemporal domain

provides proper coverage with more sparse spatiotemporal sampling. On the other hand,

the frequency coverage is halved, which enhances the frequency resolution to 16 x 16 x 16

bands in the local frequency domain. Fig(3.7) displays the coverage status in the I-D case.

The estimation result is calculated from the local frequency model ofuniform translational
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motion in every local 16 x 16 x 16 Gabor coefficient group. The first 3-D Gabor scheme

has better spatiotemporal resolution whereas the second one is stronger in distinguishing

different frequency components.
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(a)Motion estimation result. (b) Corresponding error vectors.

Figure 3.8: Motion estimation results and errors for Gabor scheme A for the "two-square"
sequence

". I • • • IHl " ,. til ,.

(a)Motion estimation result. (b) Corresponding error vectors.

Figure 3.9: Motion estimation results and errors on Gabor scheme B for the"two-square"
sequence

For this image sequence, high performance is achieved in all three accuracy mea

surements. In the first column of Tables(3.l) and (3.2), we can see the overall similarity

is higher than 99% and the angle and relative magnitude errors are negligibly small. The

experiments validate the fundamental principle of the motion estimation methods in the

3-D Gabor domain. Under these almost ideal conditions, the local uniform translational
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Table 3.1: Performance of Gabor scheme A for the "two-square" sequence.

blocks Noise Free a = 36 a = 64

overall similarity 0.9921 0.9821 0.9580

angle error 0.0015 0.0041 0.0131

magnitude error 0.0099 0.0247 0.0661

Table 3.2: Performance of Gabor scheme B for the "two-square" sequence

blocks Noise Free a = 36 a = 64

overall similarity 0.9852 0.9836 0.9790

angle error 0.0042 0.0043 0.0069

magnitude error 0.0176 0.0196 0.0254

motion is detected and estimated with high accuracy. In addition, the fact that both of

the results (acquired from two different Gabor schemes) achieve high performance proves

good consistency of the 3-D Gabor representation and the estimation method.

Comparing Fig(3.8) and Fig(3.9), the first scheme is more impressive because of

its higher spatiotemporal resolution. It seems that the spatiotemporal resolution is safely

enhanced by arranging more spatiotemporal centers and designing a narrower Gaussian en

velope. Nevertheless, further experiments will show that 8 x 8 x 8 spatiotemporal frequency

bands are not sufficient to estimate more complex motion fields. The potential of the 3-D

Gabor layout in scheme A is in fact quite limited.

Fig(3.1O) shows examples of the noise contaminated image frames. The corre

sponding motion estimation results are illustrated in Fig(3.ll) and Fig(3.l2). The noise

is Gaussian white noise with mean of 128 and variance of 36 and 64 respectively. The

noise-free image sequence has 256 grey levels. After noise is added, the image sequence is

normalized and scaled into 256 ([0,255]) gray levels again. As can be seen in Tables (3.1)

and (3.2), the performance degrades quite slowly upon increasing noise.
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From the data in the second and third columns of the tables we can see that the

robustness of the motion estimation method is also excellent under the tested noise con

ditions. It is also noticeable that the second Gabor framework performs better than the

first one. This is not only because of its higher frequency resolution, but also because the

wider basis function envelope provides more robustness against short term interference.

Together with the need for higher frequency resolution for more complex motion as men

tioned previously, although scheme A has better spatiotemporal resolution, it is not used in

the following experiments.

(a) (T = 36 (c) (T = 64

Figure 3.10: Gaussian noise contaminated "two-square" image sequence.

The Rotating Wheel Image Sequence

In this test, the critical sampling and over sampling approaches are compared.

With higher sampling density, over sampling is more computationally expensive. How

ever, its superior spatiotemporallocalization and more orthogonal-like representation are

useful features. Therefore, besides scheme B (the second critical sampling plan in the for

mer experiment), an over sampling layout C is implemented. With respect to the 3-D Gabor

representation designed in B, the number of basis functions along each spatial dimension
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(c)Motion estimation result under

Gaussian noise (J" = 64

(b) Corresponding error

vectors for (a).
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(d) Corresponding error

vectors for (c).

Figure 3.11: Motion estimation results and errors for Gabor Scheme A for noised "two
squared" sequence

is doubled by halving the distance between adjacent spatial centers. Fig(3.13) illustrates

the coverage manner for the 1-D spatial and spatial frequency cases. One may notice that

scheme C has substantially greater overlap in the spatiotemporal domain. In fact, the spa

tiotemporal resolution is enhanced because ofmore "sensors" for spatiotemporally locating

the signal energy. Also, the 3-D Gabor domain in the over sampling case is an orthogonal

like framework. The Gabor auxiliary function found via the biorthogonal equation are

similar to the basis functions, which ensures better st/stf localization properties.
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Figure 3.12: Motion estimation results and errors for Gabor Scheme B for noised "two
square" squence

Fig(3.14) and Fig(3.15) are the motion estimation results for critical sampling

and over sampling respectively. The corresponding performance analysis data are shown

in Table(3.3) and Table(3.4). Instead of the ideal uniform translational motion, the wheel

image sequence contains velocities varying in magnitude and direction, for which only

approximate piecewise uniform translational motion can be found. Since the velocity of

the motion changes for each pixel in the wheel, pixels undertaking different motions con

tribute to the 3-D Gabor coefficients with the same spatiotemporal index. The estimate in

each spatiotemporal region is the weighted average of the pixel motions. Consequently, it

is not surprising that the errors are not so small for the "two-square" image sequence. Yet,
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with f1l = 8.

(b)Frequency domain critical

sampling with f1w = i.

Figure 3.13: C: Gabor basis function coverage along one dimension of the spatial and
spatial frequency domains under spatial over sampling with Q = 0.0625, f1l = 8

Table 3.3: Performance of Gabor scheme B for the "wheel" sequence

blocks Noise Free a =36 a = 64

overall similarity 0.8833 0.8151 0.7900

angle error 0.0058 0.0076 0.0715

magnitude error 0.2260 0.2937 0.2951

the estimation results are quite promising. Although the relative magnitude error is not in

significant, we can see that the error is concentrated at the outer radius ofthe wheel. In fact,

these spatiotemporal local regions contain both the moving and still pixels, which violate

the uniform translational assumption of our algorithm. In this case, higher spatiotemporal

resolution is required. We will develop algorithms for this issue in the next chapter. The

second aspect revealed by these results is the superiority ofthe over sampling design. Qual-

Table 3.4: Performance of Gabor scheme C for the "wheel" sequence

blocks Noise Free a =36 a = 64

overall similarity 0.9255 0.9239 0.9039

angle error 0.0079 0.0080 0.0103

magnitude error 0.1140 0.1171 0.1202
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(a)Motion estimation result. (b) Corresponding error vectors.

Figure 3.14: Motion estimation results and errors for Gabor Scheme B and the"wheel"
sequence

,.

•

(a)Motion estimation result. (b) Corresponding error vectors.

Figure 3.15: Motion estimation results and errors for Gabor Scheme C and the "wheel"
sequence

itatively and quantitatively, it outperforms the critical sampling case both in spatiotemporal

resolution and noise resistance ability. Fig(3.16) shows the noise contaminated frames for

the same noise conditions as in the last experiment. The estimation results are exhibited

in Fig(3.17) and Fig(3.18) for a = 36 and a = 64 respectively. Even in the heavy noise

case, the motion estimation method based on the over sampled 3-D Gabor representation

achieves overall similarity of90% and angle error slightly over 0.01 rad.

This experiment verifies that the piecewise uniform translation model can be ap

plied in the 3-D Gabor domain. It also shows that the over sampled 3-D Gabor represen

tation performance is superior to critical sampling in spatiotemporal resolution and noise
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(a) 0" = 36

(c) 0" = 64

Figure 3.16: Gaussian noise contaminated "wheel" image sequence

resistance. Another conclusion drawn from this test is that with a frequency resolution of

16 x 16 x 16, the method is isotropic for motion vector of various directions within accept

able errors. Finally, the consistency between the two Gabor schemes confinns the that our

motion estimation algorithm is reasonably robust.

The Three Rotating Wheels Image Sequence

According to previous experiments, the 3-D Gabor representation scheme C was

proven to be a wise choice with respect to spatiotemporal resolution, accuracy and noise

resistance. The "Three-Wheel" image sequence is more challenging: the directions and
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(d) Corresponding error

vectors for (c).

Figure 3.17: Motion estimation results and errors for Gabor Scheme B and the
noisy"wheel" sequence

speeds of neighbor pixels change more quickly in spatiotemporal domain and opposing

motions are close to each other along the circumferences of the wheels. The estimation

procedure is the same as before and the results are displayed in Fig(3.19) and Table(3.5).

Unexpectedly, the performance is even better than with the "rotating wheel" image se

quence. Although relatively large errors appear along the border of wheels, the overall

similarity, angle error and velocity magnitude error are better than obtained with the "rotat

ing wheel" sequence. we may explain this by their relative slower absolute motion speed

due to shorter radius. As we have mentioned before, since the major error comes from

the violation of uniform motion models along circumference region, the higher speed of
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Figure 3.18: Motion estimation results and errors for Gabor Scheme C and the noisy
"wheel" sequence

the "rotating wheel" results in more "contrast" between motion and still regions, which

leads to more errors. On the other hand, the better result confirms the good localization

property of the over sampled 3-D Gabor representation. In terms of noise resistance, noise

contaminated frames and estimation results are illustrated in Fig(3.20) and Fig(3.21). The

degradation in performance increases only slightly with increasing noise, which substanti

ates the superior noise resistance ofmotion estimation methods developed in the 3-D Gabor

domain.
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Table 3.5: Performance of Gabor scheme C for the "three-wheel" sequence

blocks Noise Free a = 36 a = 64

overall similarity 0.9642 0.9589 0.9411

angle error 0.0054 0.0088 0.0066

magnitude error 0.0812 0.097 0.104

"

B

.
B B •

(a)Motion estimation result. (b) Corresponding error vectors.

Figure 3.19: Motion estimation results and errors for Gabor Scheme C and the "three
wheel" sequence.

3.4 Conclusion

The investigations in this chapter show that the 3-D Gabor representation is well

suited as a basis for motion estimation. As an analysis framework displaying joint st/stfin

formation dynamically, the 3-D Gabor representation enables the exploration of frequency

domain information with spatiotemporal resolution. We have shown that by determining

the parameters of the frequency ~omain model of uniform translational motion, the piece

wise uniform translational motion can be estimated. This approach to motion estimation

has considerable spatiotemporal resolution, and is superior in noise resistance.
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(a) (J = 36.

(c) (J = 64.

Figure 3.20: Gaussian noise contaminated "three-wheel" image sequence.
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Figure 3.21: Motion estimation results and errors for Gabor Scheme C and the noisy ''three
wheel" sequence.
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Chapter 4

Dense Motion Field Estimation in the

3-D Gabor Domain

4.1 Motivation

In chapter 3, the piecewise uniform translational motion model was utilized to

approximate more complex motion. Image sequences are often divided into a number of

spatiotemporal regions so that relatively simple motion models can be applied within a local

region. The goal is to avoid the computational complexity associated with more complex

motion models. The most widely used scheme is the block-based partition, with disjoint

blocks covering the entire spatiotemporal span of the image sequence. A disadvantage of

this approach, however, is that multiple motions may exist within a given block. This can

lead to erroneous motion estimation. In addition, as the required spatiotemporal resolution

is application dependent and sometimes varies within an application, a pre-defined parti

tion is not always appropriate Some multi-resolution schemes address these issues to some

extent[32]. For applications such as dynamic segmentation, flow analysis, and video signal

restoration (in which the motion information of very high spatiotemporal resolution is de

sired), dense motion estimation is a better choice[16]. For digital image sequences, dense
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motion field usually represents the velocity vector of every pixel (although sub-pixel reso

lution is sometimes required). Compared with block-based schemes, a dense motion field

estimation provides more accurate border information for moving objects and a smoother

velocity representation, which enhances the utility of motion information for further appli

cations.

The aim of designing motion estimation methods based on the 3-D Gabor rep

resentation is to achieve higher spatiotemporal resolution, less estimation error and more

robustness against noise contamination. For the algorithms discussed in chapter three, ro

bustness is improved by exploiting motion models in the spatiotemporal-frequency domain.

If the motion in a region is well approximated as uniform translation motion, a highly accu

rate motion estimation can be achieved if the underlying representation has sufficient fre

quency resolution. I.e, the number of spatiotemporal-frequency bands must be high enough

to locate the slope of motion induced plane with sufficient accuarcy. Furthermore, the

bandwidth of the 3-D Gabor basis functions must also be small enough to avoid too much

overlaps between adjacent frequency regions. Under these circumstances, because of the

trade off between the resolution of spatiotemporal and spatiotemporal-frequency domains,

spatiotemporal resolution may be insufficient. Motion estimates over large spatiotempo

ral regions also invalidate the assumption of uniform translational motion. Although over

sampling can improve the situation to some degree, there are practical limitations to the

over sampling rate. The Gabor basis function vectors become highly dependent, so that

calculating the 3-D Gabor coefficients by solving linear equations becomes numerically

unstable. Therefore, the motion estimation algorithm established in chapter three is limited

in its spatiotemporal resolution. The objective of this chapter is to overcome this limitation

while preserving the advantages of the 3-D Gabor domain apporach.

Although there is no analysis framework that can overcome the uncertainty con

straint, this does not imply that information on frequency content is available only at spa-
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tiotemporallocations corresponding to basis function centers. The frequency information

at the positions neighboring a particular spatiotemporal position can be decoded from the

interrelations among the 3-D Gabor coefficients near its location. Makeing good use of this

"hidden" information can enhance motion estimation performance greatly. For example,

selecting a specific frequency index (u, v, w) in equation (2.4.3) and computing the partial

sum over all (i, j, k) yields an image sequence of dimension M x N x L corresponding to

the selected frequency. Following this idea, we will construct a novel algorithm that keeps

the same frequency resolution as before while achieving dense motion field estimation. The

starting point of this development is the concept of partial reconstruction.

4.2 Partial Reconstruction

Notice that the discrete 3-D Gabor representation equation (2.4.3) can be ar

ranged as:

f(m, n, i) = L {L Ci,j,k,u,v,wgi,j,k,u,v,w(m, n, in
u,v,w i,j,k

(4.2.1)

where u, v, and ware indices of frequency bands and i, j and k are indices of spatial and

temporal position. We can see that the summation inside the curly braces includes all the

Gabor coefficients with different spatiotemporallocations but the same frequency indices.

This can be thought ofas the partial reconstruction of the image sequence in that frequency

band. Each partial reconstruction result is a sub-band image sequence having the same

dimensions as the original. For each pixel in the sub-band image sequence, the phase and

magnitude information of the 3-D Gabor coefficients around that pixel are combined to

form a specific frequency band. For any given pixel, collecting values at its position from

every sub-band image sequence forms the "local-instant" frequency domain for that pixel.
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4.3 Calculation of the Dense Motion Field

For any pixel at spatiotemporal coordinates (m, n, l), the "local instant" fre

quency information at frequency band w = (u, v, w) is:

Fm,n,I(U, v, w) L Cd,wgd,w(m, n, l)
i,j,k

(4.3.1)

where d = [i~m,j~n] and w = [u~fm,v~fn] are the spatial and spatial frequency lo

cations of the corresponding Gabor basis functions. Applying this on every combination

of (u, v, w), a complete frequency domain can be formed for the pixel at (m, n, l). In

practice, to combine the contribution of all Gabor basis functions for a given pixel is too

computationally expensive. Due to the locality of the Gabor basis functions, however, the

influences of basis functions far away from a pixel are very small. Therefore, we only in

clude the contributions of the 27 nearest spatiotemporal neighbor coefficients in the partial

reconstruction.

The process can be briefly described as:

1) Find the 3D Gabor representation of the original image sequence.

2) For the selected pixel and frequency band, select the coefficients of the same

band at the 27 nearest spatiotemporal neighbors. Compute the partial reconstruction as:

i+l,j+1,k+l

Fm,n,I(U, v, w) = L Cd,wgd,w(m, n, l)
i-l,j-l,k-l

(4.3.2)

where (i,j, k)is the index of a Gabor basis function whose spatiotemporal neighborhood

contains the point (m, n, l). The d and ware the same as in equation (4.3.1).

3) Repeat 2) for every 3D frequency band.

4) Conduct frequency domain motion estimation using a piecewise translational

model and repeat 2) to 4) for every pixel in the image sequence.
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4.4 Performance Analysis of Dense Motion Field Estima

tion Method

Performance evaluation for dense motion field estimation follows the same pro

cedure as in chapter 3. Some image sequences that can be used to demonstrate motion

estimation of high spatiotemporal resolution are constructed. By numerically comparing

the ground truth motion field with the estimation results pixel by pixel, we can estimate the

algorithm's performance in terms of accuracy, robustness and spatiotemporal resolution.

4.4.1 Image Sequences for Experiments

For the purpose of this research, two image sequences were constructed:

The first image sequence has dimensions of 256 x 256 x 48 and grey values

within the range [0,255]. It is composed of two triangular regions undergoing uniform

translational motion (Fig 4.1-a). The sinusoidal texture is w = ~ in both x and y directions.

(Fig4.1-b) is the true motion field for the 8 x 8 pixel block in the center of Fig(4.1-a)

(at the boundary between the two triangles). The upper-left region moves at a speed of

1 pixel/frame in both the x and y directions, whereas the lower-right region moves in the

opposite direction at the same speed. This sequence has a well defined discontinuity in

motion, so that the spatiotemporal resolution of the motion estimate can be examined.

The second sequence also has dimensions of256 x 256 x 48 and grey values within

the range [0,255]. There are three rotating wheels undergoing uniform rotational motion

(Fig 4.2). The wheels are centered at (60,128), (150, 70) and (150,170) respectively and

have the same radius of 45 pixels. The intensity of pixels is distributed alone the radius in

a sinusoidal wave of 16 cycles. All the wheels are rotating at a angular speed of l~O /frame.

This image sequence includes motions in all directions with the speed increasing from
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the center of each wheel. It is used to test the resolution, accuracy and robustness of the

algorithm for different orientations, speeds and neighborhood conditions.

4.4.2 Performance Calibration

The perfonnance evaluation of the dense motion field estimation algorithm is

conducted at the pixel level. Since the true instantaneous velocity of every pixel is known

in these artificial image sequences, the evaluation of the estimation quality consists of a

numerical comparison between the reference dense motion field and the estimation results,

pixel by pixel. Aspects of the estimate that will be evaluated include: the spatiotemporal

resolution, the accuracy of motion vector fields, and noise resistance ability.

Spatiotemporal Resolution

Although the motions are estimated at pixel resolution, the true resolution de

pends on how well the neighboring motions are distinguished. The true spatiotemporal

resolution of the algorithm is evaluated by the width of the ambiguous region (indicated by

the number of pixels with large error) between the two moving texture fields in Fig(4.1

a). The narrower the ambiguous region, the better the spatiotemporal resolution of the

algorithm.

Estimation Accuracy

Similar to the approach we defined in chapter 3, the estimation accuracy is mea

sured by comparing the motion vectors of the true motion field and the estimated motion

field. The same three metrics are measured pixel by pixel in the regions of interest. As

the dense motion field of an image sequence is highly non-stationary and contains large

amount of data, evaluating perfonnance on the whole spatiotemporal domain is neither

efficient nor constructive. In these experiments, the "overall similarity", "average angle
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error" and "average magnitude error" are calculated only in selected local regions, such

as at the boundaries between regions with different motions, the centers of the wheels, or

regions exhibiting uniform translational motion. As before, we refer to the true motion

vector and the corresponding estimated motion vector as a "vector pair".

The first metric comes from the normalized inner product of every vector pair

in a given region. This evaluates the overall similarity of the vector pair. As in chapter

3, before computing the inner product, the two vectors are normalized by the larger one.

That is, if the true motion vector is (Xt, Yt) and the estimated motion vector is (xe,Ye), the

normalized motion vectors are ( ~t ), r )) and ( fe ), (e )) for the true
max Xt,Xe max Yt,Ye max Xt,Xe max Yt,Ye

and estimated motion vector respectively. Then, inner products of the normalized vectors

are computed in the x and y directions separately. The result is within the range [0,1]

from "totally different (orthogonal)" to "the same". Overall similarity is estimated by the

average of all vector pair similarities.

The angle error is simply the difference between the directions of the vectors.

If the true motion has angle fit, the estimated motion has angle ()e, and the angle error is

I()t - ()e I· The overall angle error is the average over all the vector pairs. The value is within

the range [0, ?f].

Magnitude error must be a relative metric to provide a valid comparison for vec

tor fields of different average magnitudes. Before calculating the error, the magnitudes of

all the vectors in the true motion field are computed. The median Vmed is chosen for nor

malization. If the true motion vector is (Xi, Yt) and estimated motion vector is (xe,Ye) , the

relative magnitude difference for the vector pair is defined as :

Ivx;+ yl- vx~ + y~1
Errormag = v: .

med

The overall magnitude error is the average of all vector pairs.
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Noise Resistance

Noise resistance is evaluated by comparing motion field accuracy corresponding

to different amounts of additive noise.

4.5 Performance Analysis for Experimental Results

Experiments on the "Triangle" Image Sequence

Two schemes of 3-D Gabor representation were implemented for testing with the

"translational triangle" sequence. The basis functions of the first 3-D Gabor framework

have Gaussian envelopes spanning approximately 8 pixels in the spatiotemporal domain.

Under critical sampling, there are 8 x 8 x 8 local frequency coefficients at each of the

32 x 32 x 6 spatiotemporallocations. The second layout uses 3-D Gabor basis functions

whose spatiotemporal span is double of the previous one. As the result, their bandwidth

in the frequency domain is halved. 16 x 16 x 16 frequency divisions can be allocated

without too much overlap between the functions. The spatiotemporal domain is sampled at

32 x 32 x 3 spatiotemporal positions. Since the number of Gaobr coefficients is twice as

that of the original signal, it is an over sampled.

Fig(4.1-c) and Fig(4.1-d) are the estimation results of the same region as Fig(4.1

b) for the 3-D Gabor critical sampling and over sampling schemes respectively. We can

see that both of them achieve very high spatiotemporal resolutions. In the critical sampling

case, the ambiguous region is 4 pixels in width, and the over sampling case has a region of

approximately 6 pixels wide. The first design has Gabor basis functions with narrow span in

the spatiotemporal domain, whereas the second design has superior frequency localization

properties. We have seen experimentally that both factors are important in achieving high

spatiotemporal resolution. However, since the 8x 8x 8 frequency domain (although it works
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well in this simple case) is not enough to distinguish motions of different orientations, the

spatial over sampling framework is used in the following tests.

(a) A typical frame from the

translating triangle sequence.

'//////"/'/'/ / <'/ / J' / /'
/~ //'J'/'//'
/ /////'/'
/ J'////'/'
/ ///'/'//'/'
/'

(b) True dense motion field

at the center of the frame.

'/" ,//'
, / /'///

" , / /'/'///
/ / /'/'////
//'/'/'////
//'/'/////'
//////'/'/'

, .
(c)Estimated motion field

in the critical sampling case.

(d) Estimated motion field

in the over sampling case.

Figure 4.1: Dense motion field estimation for translational triangles sequence

The high accuracy and good consistency of the results obtained in the experi

ments demonstrates the feasibility of dense motion field estimation based on the 3-D Ga

bor representation. Compared with the algorithm in chapter 3, it provides much higher

spatiotemporal resolution in motion estimation, and with high accuracy. To the author's

knowledge, such resolution for regions exhibiting opposite motions have not been reached

by any published spatiotemporal domain method.
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Experiments on the "Three-Wheel" Image Sequences

The "three-wheel" image sequence is exhibits a wide range ofmotions of differ

ent orientations and speeds. It also involves adjacent regions with different motions. A

sample frame from the sequence (with additive noise) and the true motion field are shown

in Fig (4.2-a). Three local spatiotemporal regions are used for evaluating the results with

this sequence. One is the center of a wheel, one close to the center and one far away

from the center. The Gabor transform uses 32 x 32 x 3 spatiotemporal over sampling

with 16 x 16 x 16 local frequency coefficients for each spatiotemporallocal region. The

estimation results can be see in Fig(4.3-b,d,f) compared to the true dense motion field in

Fig(4.3-a,c,e). Table (4.1) shows the corresponding performance analysis results. Consid

ering that the motion vectors in the figures are associated with each pixel, the dense motion

field estimation algorithm does boost the spatiotemporal resolution significantly. It can be

observed that: the farther away the region of interest is from the center of the circle, the

better the performance. This is as expected, since the regions close to the center exhibit a

broader range of conflicting velocities, leading to less accurate estimates.

Tables (4.2),(4.3), and (4.4) demonstrate the performance of this method on the

rotating wheels sequence under Gaussian white noise of different variances. The means of

the noise signals are fixed at 128 and the variances are 36, 50 and 64 respectively. After

noise is added, the image sequence is normalized and scaled into 256 ([0,255]) gray levels.

For the region rather far from the center, noise resistance is very good. This is because

the noise manifests in the local frequency domain as a pseudo uniform background of

small magnitude coefficients. Since only 10% of the largest Gabor coefficients are used

in the weighted LMS estimation, interference of noise is greatly reduced. However, in the

center portion of each wheel, as the pixel moves very slowly, the relative SNR for motion

estimation is quite poor. This can lead to increased degradation upon noise contamination.
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Table 4.1: Performance evaluation at different location

blocks

overall similarity

angle error

magnitude error

Fig 4.3-b

0.7724

0.1665

0.2354

Fig 4.3-d

0.8863

0.0537

0.0154

Fig 4.3-f

0.9987

0.0382

0.0307

Table 4.2: Performance evaluation with noise, a = 36.

blocks Fig 4.3-b Fig 4.3-d Fig 4.3-f

overall similarity 0.6082 0.8935 0.9972

angle error 0.3761 0.0513 0.0458

magnitude error 0.2580 0.0947 0.0291

4.6 Conclusion

Dense motion field estimation developed using the 3-D Gabor representation

achieves high spatiotemporal resolution with accurate motion estimates and good noise

resistance. The algorithm calculates the local-instant frequency domain of any pixel by

partial reconstruction, a process which combines the information in the neighboring Ga

bor coefficients for each pixel. The spatiotemporal resolution of this method is controlled

mainly by the spatiotemporal span of the Gabor basis functions and the localization prop

erty of the Gabor representation. The noise resistance is quite good for a method with

pixel-level spatiotemporal resolution.

Table 4.3: Performance evaluation with noise, a = 50.

blocks Fig4.3-b Fig4.3-d Fig4.3-f

overall similarity 0.5647 0.8304 0.9871

angle error 1.0383 0.0418 0.04580

magnitude error 0.4358 0.1630 0.0598
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Table 4.4: Performance evaluation with noise (J = 64.

blocks

overall similarity

angle error

magnitude error

Fig 4.3-b

0.5450

1.4488

0.5164
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Fig 4.3-d

0.8527

0.0603

0.1353

Fig 4.3-f

0.9936

0.0603

0.0550
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(a)noise contaminated

rotating wheels.
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(b) True motion field

of the Rotating Wheels.

Figure 4.2: Artificial Image Sequences of the Rotating Wheels.
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(e) True dense motion field
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Figure 4.3: Dense Motion Field Estimation of rotating wheels.
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Chapter 5

Detection and Estimation of Rotational

Motions in the 3-D Gabor Domain

5.1 Motivation

Rotational motion is frequently encountered in practice. The ability to detect

rotating objects and estimate their motion parameters such as rotation center and angular

speed can greatly facilitate scene interpretation and other tasks. Compared with spatiotem

poral domain approaches such as those based on affine motion models[42], frequency do

main approaches have many advantages for global rotational motion. As a motion with a

large scale of regularity, global rotation fits the global nature of the Fourier transform and

has concise models in the frequency domain. This is especially the case for uniform rota

tional motion. It is well known that for an image sequence with objects rotating uniformly

around the spatial center, the projection of its 3-D frequency distribution on the temporal

frequency axis is an evenly spaced impulse sequence. The interval between the adjacent

impulses relates to the angular speed of the rotation[27]. Another attractive advantage of

the frequency domain methods is noise resistance. The global rotation with intensity vary

ing on a large scale is distributed mainly in the low spatiotemporal-frequency band, which
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is not very susceptible to temporal and local interference. In the spatiotemporal domain,

however, we cannot expect an analogous property. As a result, a number ofmethods for de

tecting and estimating global rotational motion have been developed in the Fourier domain.

For example, in [28][29], estimation methods are developed in the 3-D Fourier domain

for global rotational and rotational-translational motions. However, if the rotational mo

tion is not global or more than one rotating object is present in an image sequence, global

frequency analysis mixes their motion signatures and causes difficulties in estimation.

In the 3-D Gabor domain, the joint stlstf characteristics of signals are made ex

plicit. This makes it possible to utilize local frequency information for rotational motion

estimation. If we can find a feasible rotational motion model in the 3-D Gabor domain.

The existing frequency domain estimation methods can be reformulated and utilized for

localized rotational motion, and for different rotational objects in an image sequence. Al

though the 3-D Gabor coefficients carrying local frequency information can be organized

into the same structure as the Fourier domain, there are differences in the energy distribu

tions expected for a given motion. It is therefore useful to explore the mathematic form of

rotational motion in the 3-D Gabor domain.

5.2 The 3-D Gabor Representation in the Polar Coordi

nates

Because the rotational motion is easier to manipulate in polar coordinates, our

study is based on the 3-D Gabor representation in the"spatial polar and temporal Cartesian

(SPTC)" coordinates. Under this coordinates system, an image sequence can be expressed

as f(r, (), t), in which r is the radius to the origin, () is the angle from an angular reference

and t is the temporal position. The 3-D Gabor representation with basis functions in the
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same coordinate system is established as:

f(r, 0, t) = (5.2.1)

r

The image sequence f (r, 0, t) is expressed as the linear combination ofa set of Gabor basis

functions:

(5.2.2)

where the Wr and W(} are polar spatial frequency shifts of the basis functions, and the

g(r, 0, t) is a 3-D Gaussian window in SPTC coordinates. In Cartesian coordinates, this

window is well known as:

1 ( ..~.y + (JL? + (-!- )2
~ ( t) ( _u_"'__U--,,-y__U_t_)g x, y, = 3 exp -

(27f) "2 axayat 2
(5.2.3)

where ax, ay and at are the variance parameters along the spatiotemporal dimensions.

Although the expression in spatial polar coordinates can be find from the spatial Cartesian

coordinate version by substituting r sin 0 for x and r cos 0 for y, in general the conversion

of ax and ay to rand 0 coordinates is not straightforward. Here, we add the constraint that

ax = ay, which makes the 3-D Gaussian envelope have a round cross section in the x - y

plane. Thus the ax and ay can be replaced by ar so that:

: exp(_[(SinO - r d sinOd )2

(27f) "2 a;at a r

+(cosO - rdcosOd)2 + (t - td)2J12)
ar at

(5.2.4)

The Gaussian window is localized both in the spatial and frequency domains. As a result,

the basis obtained by shifting and modulating (rd, 0d, td) and (wr , W(), Wt) (the spatial and

spatial frequency polar coordinates and temporal Cartesian coordinates ofthe stlstfcenters)

can capture the dynamic joint stlstf information carried by individual moving objects. It is

obvious that this basis function set is just the polar coordinates expression of the Cartesian
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one. The stlstf shifts of the 3-D Gabor basis functions are not distributed along radii and

across angles. The reason we keep the "compatibility" of the representation in the two

coordinate systems will be explained in the next paragraph. In biological visual modelling,

the polar Gabor representation is suggested in pure polar coordinates with (J and polar sam

pling space changes along radii. The model fits the attention-based visual perception and

visual coding behaviors quite well. However, it is not easy to apply it in motion estimation

because of implementing the Gabor expansion polar coordinates and of establishing polar

motion models.

The 3-D polar Gabor expansion can be calculated by computing the inner product

between the signal and the auxiliary functions 'Y(r, (), t), which are biorthogonal to the

Gabor basis functions.

(5.2.5)

An analysis method to find the auxiliary functions for any given Gabor basis function set

does not yet exist. In chapter3, a numerical solution was found for discrete signals by

solving linear equations in Cartesian coordinates. In this chapter, we show that under some

conditions, it is possible to detect and estimate the parameters of rotational motion models

deduced in the SPTC coordinates, with the existing 3-D Gabor expansion in Cartesian

coordinates.

5.3 Rotational Motion Model in the 3-D Gabor Domain

Rotational motion is defined in the spatiotemporal domain as:

r(t)

()(t)

r

()o + D(t)
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r(t) and O(t) are the polar coordinates of the pixels belonging to the rotational object. 00 is

the phase angle of a pixel in the first frame, O(t) is the phase angle of the pixel at frame t,

and D(t) is the time dependent phase angle displacement.

In this way, if the intensity distribution of the rotational object in the first frame

is denoted as Io(r, (0 ), after time t it is rotated to I(r, O(t)). Assuming the intensity of the

object does not change with time and substituting from equation(5.3.1), we have:

I(r,O(t)) = Io(r, (0 ) = Io(r, O(t) - D(t)) (5.3.3)

For convenience, we replace O(t) with 0 . According to the definition of the polar

coordinate Gabor representation, the 2 D Gabor representation of the rotational object in

the first frame is:

r+oo 1+11"
io -11" Io(r, O)'yrd,Od(r, 0)

exp j (rwr + Owo) drdO

(5.3.4)

The subscript 0 refers to the first frame. (rd,Od) and (wr,wo) are the spatial and spatial fre

quency centers ofthe Gabor auxiliary functions. Since the integral kernel Io(r, O)'yrd,od(r, 0)

is a periodic function of 0, it can be expressed as a Fourier series:
00

(5.3.5)
n=-oo

where

Pn(r) = 2~ 1:11" Io(r, O)'yrd,oAr, O)e-inO

Thus, equation(5.3.4) can be written as:

Co(rd,9d,w"w.) = 1+00 i:' ~Pn(r)ein'ej(~'+'W')drdll

J;oo 1+00 i:' Pn(r)ein' ei(.-w,-+fJw.)drdll

00

n=-oo
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We express the Jo+oo
J~; Pn(r)ejnOej(rWr+OWIJ)drd() as Ln(rd, ()d, Wn wo) for convenience.

In appendix B, we show that in the 3-D Gabor domain based on the SPTC coor-

dinates, the mathematical signature of rotational motion is:

+00
C(rd, ()d, td, Wn Wo, Wt) = L Ln(rd' ()d, Wn wo)Gt[e-jnD(t)](td' Wt)

n=-oo

where the Gt is temporal Gabor transform.

(5.3.8)

5.4 Detection and Estimation of the Localized Uniform

Rotational Motion in the 3-D Gabor Domain

For an object undergoing uniform rotational motion, its time dependent displace

ment is D(t) = at with a the rotational speed in rad/second. The 3-D Gabor expansion of

the image sequence depicting this object is:

+00
C(rd, ()d, td, Wn Wo, Wt) = L Ln(rd' ()d, Wr,wo)Gde-jnat](td' Wt)

n=-oo

+00
L Ln(rd' ()d, Wr,wo)Fd'YtAt)e-jnat](Wt); (5.4.1)

n=-oo

G t and the F t are the temporal Gabor transform and the Fourier transform respectively. In

the critically sampled case, the auxiliary function "ltd is not st/stf localized and the wave

form is very different from the corresponding Gabor basis function. As the sampling rate

rises, the auxiliary function will approach the Gabor basis function both in waveform and

in st/stf localization. The Fourier transform of "ltd (t) for critical sampling and over sam

pling by a rate of 2 are shown in Fig(5.1). In the over sampling case, the envelopes of

the auxiliary functions are similar to Gaussian envelopes, which are also concentrated in

the frequency domain. If the variance of the Gaussian envelope is not small (which means

the 3-D basis function has a large temporal span), the spectrum is like a 6 function spread
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around the original frequency point. As the modulation of e-jnat effects a frequency shift,

the model of uniform rotational motion is:

+00

C(rd,()d,td,wnWe,Wt) ~ L Ln(rd,()d,WnWe)o(wt+ na)
n=-oo

(5.4.2)

Equation(5.4.2) indicates that if an object is undergoing uniform rotational motion, its

3-D Gabor coefficients occupy a sequence of evenly spaced positions on the temporal

frequency axis. The interval between the adjacent positions is the rotational speed. On

the digital frequency axis, the interval is normalized by the temporal sampling frequency.

Fig(5.2) shows the spatially localized temporal frequency spectrum of two objects rotating

at speeds of 871" rad/second and 471" rad/second respectively. The temporal sampling rate is

32 frames/second. The rotational motion is clearly displayed as impulse sequences with

. I 7l" d 7l"mterva s 4" an S'

To detect such motion in an image sequence, we construct an algorithm to eval

uate the periodicity along the temporal frequency axis of each spatiotemporal region in

the 3-D Gabor domain. The rotational speed can be estimated by finding the period in

equation(5.4.2). The process can be briefly described as:

(1) Find the 3-D Gaborrepresentation of the image sequence, and group the 3-D

Gabor coefficients according to their spatiotemporal centers. From equation(5.4.2) and Fig

(5.2) we can see that the motion model is a projection onto the temporal frequency axis and

is independent of the spatial organization of the Gabor basis functions. Therefore, we use

spatial Cartesian coordinates for computational convenience.

(2) Project the coefficients of each spatiotemporal region onto the temporal fre

quency axis.

(3) Evaluate the periodicity ofthe projection by examining the standard deviation

of the intervals.

(4) For spatiotemporallocations in which the standard deviation is small enough,

estimate the rotational speed by computing the mean of the intervals.
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Fig(5.3) shows a 256 x 256 x 32 image sequence with two rotating wheels at

the upper left and right comers, with rotational speeds of ~rad/frame and irad/frame re

spectively. A square undergoing translational motion starts from the lower right comer

and moves to the left. The algorithm detects the rotating objects and shows their rota

tional speeds in different intensities. The rotational speeds are estimated from the intervals

between the impulses on the temporal frequency axis(shown in Fig(5.2)). As there are

32 sampling points in temporal frequency axis covering 2/pi, the interval of 2 refers to

irad/frame (1~ of2/pi), and the interval of4 refers to ~rad/frame (~of2/pi). However,

we do not display the motion field here because the information about the direction of the

rotation is contained in the phase ofthe 3-D Gabor coefficients. An algorithm for determin

ing direction from phase is yet to be investigated. Note that since the algorithm is designed

to detect the local rotational motion and estimate its rotational speeds the translational mo

tion is invisible to it.

5.5 Conclusion

The 3-D Gabor representation has been presented as an analysis framework for

the detection and estimation of localized multiple rotational motions in image sequences.

Its joint st/stf analysis ability enables taking advantage of frequency domain approaches,

with spatiotemporallocalization. The method has no special requirements on spatial char

acteristics or textures of the objects.

In this approach, There are a number of areas for future work. The frequency

resolution is not so fine as in global frequency analysis because of the trade-off between

st/stf resolutions. In the digital frequency domain, low frequency resolution means a low

sampling rate on the frequency axis. Therefore, rotations with a frequency signature falling

between frequency samples may not be matched and detected. This implies the need for
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a method to increase sampling density. For rotational motions with non-uniform speed,

motion models in the 3-D Gabor domain are still to be found.
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(a) The projection of the 3-D Gabor transform on the

temporal frequency axis for a rotation of i/frame.
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temporal frequency axis for a rotation of i /frame

Figure 5.2: Temporal frequency distribution associated with two rotational objects.
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(a) Frame No.1 of the image sequence

(b)The grey regions indicate the velocities of the rotating objects.

Figure 5.3: Experiment image sequence and the detected rotational regions.
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Appendix A

Derivation of the Translational Motion

Model in the Discrete 3-D Gabor domain

Denote by d = (md' nd) and ld the spatial and temporal centers of the Gabor

basis functions, and w = Um, in) and il their spatial and temporal frequency centers.

The corresponding discrete 3-D Gabor coefficient Cd.ld,w,fz for an image sequence 1(x, l)

depicting translational motion during the interval [D, l] is:

Cd.ld,w,fz = LL1(x,l)')'l(x-d)exp(-j21fwT (x-d))
x I

"I2(l-ld)exp(-j21fil(l-ld)) (A.D. I)

The "II and "12 are the spatial and temporal parts of the separable 3-D auxiliary

function. Substituting from equation (3.1.2) we have:

Cdhw,fz = L L 10 (x - D(l))')'I(X - d) exp(-j21fwT (x - d))
x I

"I2(l-ld)exp(-j21fi(l-ld)) (A.D.2)

Then, substituting x for x - D(l) we can see that:

Cd.ld,w,fz = L 10 (X)')'1 (x - (d - D(l))) exp(-j21fwT (x - (d - D(l)))
x
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I>'2(l-ld)exp(-j21r!(l-ld))
I

- L 10 (X)')'l (x - (d - D(l)) exp(-j21rwT (X - d))
x

L exp(j21rwT D(l))')'2 (l - ld) exp(- j21r!(l - ld))
I

(AO.3)

(AOA)

Compared with equation (3.1.3), the first summation has an extra shift D(l) in the spatial

auxiliary function /'1. Because the envelope of /'1 (x) is very similar to a Gaussian enve

lope (shown in Fig(Al)), if we observe the signal in a small time interval in which the

displacement D(l) is small, we can argue that:

(A.O.5)

Therefore, we have:

Cdhw,fl ~ C~,w Lexp(j21rwTD(l))')'2(l-ld)exp(-j21r!(l-ld)) (AO.6)
t

The summation can be regarded as the I-D Gabor transform ofexp(j21rwT D(l)). Denoting

by G the I-D Gabor transform, equation AO.6 can be written as:

(AO.?)

This is the model of translational motion in the 3-D Gabor domain. In addition, even if

equation AO.S is questionable, which makes the first item in equation A.O.6 different from

C~ w' the translational motion model is still valid.,
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Appendix B

Derivation of the Rotational Motion

Model in the 3-D Gabor Domain

Denote the intensity of an object undertaking rotational motion as I(r, O(t)). In

the SPTC coordinate system, its 3-D Gabor representation during the time interval [0, t] is:

(B.0.8)

the (rd, 0d, td) and (wr , Wo, Wt) are the spatial and frequency centers of the 3-D Gabor basis

functions. The corresponding auxiliary function 1'rd,Od,td(r, 0, t)ej(rWr+OWo+tWt) is separated

into a spatial part 1'rd,od(r, O)ej(rwr+oWo) and a temporal part "ltd (t)ej(tWt) . Substituting equa

tion (5.3.3) into equation (RO.8), we have:

Io(r, O(t) - D(t))

(B.0.9)

As the envelope of the 2 D auxiliary function 1'(r, 0) is isotropic, the magnitude does not

change with O. Therefore, equation (RO.9) can be written as:
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1:00 1+00 1:7f Io(r, ()(t) - D(t))

"Ird,Od(r,() - D(t))e(j(rwr+owe)

"ltd (t)ej(tWt )drd()dt (ROJO)

substituting equation (5.3.5) and equation (5.3.7) into equation (B.D. 10) we have:

ei (rwr+Owe)"ltd (t)

ej(twt}drd()dt (ROJ!)

By assembling all spatial components into a function sequence Ln(rd, ()d, Wr, WO) we have:

The trailing integral in the equation is the temporal Gabor transform ofexp(-jnD(t)), that

IS:

+00

C(rd,()d,td,Wr,WO,Wt) = L Ln(rd,ed,Wr,WO)Gt[e-jnD(t)](td,Wt)
n=-oo

(B.O.B)

where G t is temporal Gabor transform. This is the model of the rotational motion.
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Appendix C

Source Code of the Algorithms

C.I Generate the Over Sampling 3-D Gabor Auxilary Func
tion Matrix

This module is to create the 3-D Gabor auxilary function matrix. The 3-D Gabor

coefficients can be calculated by computing the inner product of the digital image sequence

and the auxilary function matrix. First, the 3-D Gabor basis function matrix is formed ac

cording to the parameter settings. Equation (2.3.8) is then applied to obtain numerical

values of the auxilary functions at the sampling points. The a and the stlstf sampling rate

can be set to realize different 3-D Gabor representations.

program gag-over-samp

integer dim,D,mI

parameter (dim=256,ml=16,D=32)

c m1 is the number of frequency band

c D is the number of spatial center

double complex gabor,g(dim,2*dim),gtginv(2*dim,2*dim),

+ a(dim,2*dim),gtg(2*dim,2*dim)

real bedim)

double precision alpha
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integer x,m,r,row,col

alpha=1/(l6.0)

c

c Create g. Note: it may be advantageous to reorder this matrix, to

c exploit sparse matrix methods.

c

do 30 r=O,ml-l

c r is the index of frequency band

do 20 m=O,D-l

c m is the index of the spatial band

do 10 x=O,dim-l

g(x+1,m+r*D+1)=gabor(x,m,D,ml ,r,alpha,dim)

10 continue

20 continue

30 continue

c g stores Gabor basis functions

c

c Output g.

c

open(unit=l,file=' Gabor Basis function file' ,status='unknown')

write(1,*) g

c1ose(unit=l)

c

c Create gtg.

c

do 60 col=I,2*dim
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do 50 row=1,2*dim

gtg(row,col)=dcmplx(O.OdO,O.OdO)

do 40 i=l,dim

gtg(row,col)=gtg(row,col)+g(i,row)*g(i,col)

40 continue

50 continue

60 continue

c

c Invert gtg.

c

call cinvert(gtg,gtginv,2*dim,2*dim)

c

c Create a.

c

do 90 col=1,2*dim

do 80 row=1,dim

a(row,col)=dcmplx(O.OdO,O.OdO)

do 70 i=1,2*dim

a(row,col)=a(row,col)+g(row,i)*gtginv(i,col)

70 continue

80 continue

90 continue

c

c Output a.

c

open(unit=1,file='Gabor auxilary function file' ,status='unknown')
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write(l,*) a

end

c

c

c

double complex function gabor(x,m,D,ml,r,alpha,dim)

integer x,m,ml ,r,D,dim

double precision alpha,pi,gauss

c double complex gabor

parameter (pi=3.14159265358979323846264338328)

gauss=dexp(-pi*alpha*alpha*((real(x)-real(m)*real(dimID)

+ (real(dimID)-l.OdO)/2.0dO)**2.0dO))

c

c NOTE SIGN CHANGE and PHASE CHANGE!!!!!

c

gabor=gauss*cdexp(dcmplx(O.OdO,2.0dO*pi*real(r)*

+ (real(x)-real(m)*real(dimID)-(real(dimID)-I.OdO)/2.0dO)

+ /real(ml)))

return

end

c

c

c

subroutine cinvert(a,y,n,np)

double complex a(np,np),y(np,np)

dimension indx(512)
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c

c Set up identity matrix.

c

do 20 i=l,n

do 10 j=l,n

y(ij)=dcmplx(O.OdO,O.OdO)

10 continue

y(i,i)=dcmplx(I.0dO,0.OdO)

20 continue

call cludcmp(a,n,np,indx,d)

do 30 j=l,n

call clubksb(a,n,np,indx,y(lj))

30 continue

return

end

c

c

c

subroutine cludcmp(a,n,np,indx,d)

double complex a(np,np),sum,cdum

parameter (nmax=1000)

double precision aamax,vv(nmax),d,tiny,dum

parameter (tiny=1.0d-20)

dimension indx(n)

d=1.0dO

do 12 i=l,n

aamax=O.OdO
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13

15

do 11 j=l,n

if (cdabs(a(i,j).gt.aamax) aamax=cdabs(a(i,j»

11 continue

if (aamax.lt.l.0e-6) pause 'singular matrix.'

vv(i)=1.0dO/aamax

12 continue

do 19 j=l,n

if G.gt.1) then

do 14 i=l,j-l

sum=a(ij)

if (i.gt.l )then

do 13 k=l,i-l

sum=sum-a(i,k)*a(k,j)

continue

a(i,j)=sum

endif

14 continue

endif

aamax=O.OdO

do 16 i=j,n

sum=a(i,j)

if G.gt.l )then

do 15 k=l,j-l

sum=sum-a(i,k)*a(k,j)

continue

a(i,j)=sum
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endif

dum=vv(i)*cdabs(sum)

if (dum.ge.aamax) then

. .
ImaX=l

aamax=dum

endif.

16 continue

if (j .ne.imax)then

do 17 k=l,n

cdum=a(imax,k)

a(imax,k)=a(j ,k)

a(j,k)=cdum

17

18

continue

d=-d

vv(imax)=vv(j)

endif

indx(j)=imax

if(j .ne.n)then

if(a(j,j).eq.dcmplx(O.OdO,O.OdO))a(j,j)=dcmplx(tiny,tiny)

cdum=dcmplx(I.0dO,O.OdO)/a(j,j)

do 18i=j+l,n

a(i,j)=a(i,j)*cdum

continue

endif

19 continue
.

if(a(n,n).eq.dcmplx(O.OdO,O.OdO))a(n,n)=dcmplx(tiny,tiny)
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return

end

c

c

c

subroutine clubksb(a,n,np,indx,b)

double complex a(np,np),b(n),sum

dimension indx(n)

ii=O

do 12 i=l,n

'll=indx(i)

sum=b(ll)

b(ll)=b(i)

if (ii.ne.O)then

do 11 j=ii,i-1

sum=sum-a(i,j)*bG)

11 continue

else if (sum.ne.dcmplx(O.OdO,O.OdO)) then

ii=i

endif

b(i)=sum

12 continue

do 14 i=n,l,-l

sum=b(i)

if(i.lt.n)then

do 13 j=i+1,n

sum=sum-a(i,j)*b(j)
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13 continue

endif

b(i)=sum/a(i,i)

14 continue

return

end

C.2 The 3-D Gabor Expansion with Over Sampling

This module realizes the 3-D Gabor expansion. The inner product of the 3-D im-

age sequence and the 3-D auxilary function matrix. The kernel functions are separatable.

program dec3d-over-samp

integer dim,ddim,fnum,ffnum

parameter (dim=256,ddim=512,fnum=48,ffnum=48)

integer image(dim,dim),seq(dim,dim,fnum),row,col,frame,fstn,scdn

character fname(fnum)* 15,uniname*15

double complex a(dim,ddim),atime(fnum,ffnum),temp(ddim,dim),

+ tcoeffs(ddim,ddim,fnum),coeffs(ddim,ddim,ffnum)

c

c Prompt for filenames

c

uniname='Image sequence name'

do 5 frame=1,9

fname(frame)(1:5)=uniname

fname(frame)(6:6)=char(frame+48)
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fname(frame)(7:)=' .raw'

5 continue

do 8 frame=lO,fnum

fname(frame)(1:5)=uniname

fstn=aint(frame/l0.0)

scdn=mod(frame,10)

fname(frame)(6:6)=char(fstn+48)

fname(frame)(7:7)=char(scdn+48)

fname(frame)(8:)=' .raw'

8 continue

c

c Read the sequence (raw format).

c

do 20 frame=1,fnum

call read256(image,dim,fname(frame),10)

do 15 col=l,dim

do 10 row=l,dim

seq(row,col,frame)=image(row,col)

10 continue

15 continue

20 continue

c

c Read a.

c

open(unit=1,file=' Gabor auxilary function file' ,status='old')
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read(l,*) a

c1ose(unit=l)

c

c Calculate 2-D (spatial) coefficients (at*seq*a).

c

do 70 frame=l,fnum

do 50 col=1,dim

do 45 row=1,ddim

temp(row,col)=dcmplx(O.OdO,O.OdO)

do 40 i=l,dim

temp(row,col)=temp(row,col)+a(i,row)*

+ dcmplx(real(seq(i,col,frame)),O.OdO)

40 continue

45 continue

50 continue

do 65 col=l,ddim

do 60 row=l,ddim

tcoeffs(row,col,frame)=dcmplx(O.0dO,O.OdO)

do 55 i=l,dim

tcoeffs(row,col,frame)=tcoeffs(row,col,frame)+

+ temp(row,i)*a(i,col)

55 continue

60 continue

65 continue

70 continue

c
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c Read atime.

c

open(unit=1,file='Gabor temporal auxiliary function' ,status='old')

read(l,*) atime

close(unit=1)

c

c Calculate final coefficients (along time dimension).

c

do 90 col=l,ddim

do 85 row=l,ddim

do 80 frame=l,ffnum

coeffs(row,col,frame)=dcmplx(O.OdO,O.OdO)

do 75 i=l,fnum

coeffs(row,col,frame)=coeffs(row,col,frame)+

+ atime(i,frame)*tcoeffs(row,col,i)

75 continue

80 continue

85 continue

90 continue

c

c Output final (3D) coefficients as coeffs3d.

c

open(unit=1,file=' the 3-D Gabor coefficients file' ,status='unknown')

write(l,*) coeffs

end

c
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subroutine read256(iarraY,idim,fname,lunit)

c

c read 256x256 image file into integer array

c

integer iX,iy,iyY,ival,idim

dimension iarray(idim,idim)

character* 1 bytee(512)

character*512 buffer

character*(*) fname

equivalence (buffer,bytee(I))

open(unit=lunit,file=fname,access='direct' ,

1 form='formatted' ,recl=512,status='old')

do 30 iy=I,128

read (lunit,rec=iy,fmt=5) buffer

5 format(a512)

iyy=iy*2-1

do 10 ix=1,256

ival=ichar(bytee(ix))

if (ival.1t.O) ival=iva1+256

iarray(iyy,ix)=ival

10 continue

iyy=iyy+l

do 20 ix=1,256

ival=ichar(bytee(ix+256))

if (ival.1t.O) ival=iva1+256

iarray(iyy,ix)=ival
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20 continue

30 continue

close(unit=lunit)

return

end

C.3 Motion Estimation in the 3-D Gabor Domain

C.3.1 Arrangment of Local Frequency Information

This module is to group the 3-D Gabor coefficients according to their spatiotem-

poral positions.

program intreov

integer dim,fnum,m1,D,mt

parameter (dim=512,fnum=48,m1=16,D=32,mt=16)

integer row,col,frame,mag(dim,dim,fnum),newmag(dim,dim,fnum)

c

c Read the coefficients.

c

open(unit=1,file=' the normalized 3-D Gabor coefficients file' ,status='old')

read(1,*) mag

close(unit=1 )

c

c Output coeffs at each spatiotemporallocation.

c

do 60 col=1,D

do 50 row=1,D
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do 40 frame= 1,fnumlmt

do 30 i=O,ml-l

do 20 j=O,ml-l

do 10 k=O,mt-l

newmagG+1+(row-l)*ml,i+1+(col-l )*ml,k+1+(frame-l )*mt)=

+ mag(row+j*D,col+i*D,frame+k*fnumlmt)

10 continue

20 continue

30 continue

40 continue

50 continue

60 continue

c

c Output final (3D) coefficients as newmagc3d.

c

open(unit=l,file='newmagc3d',status='unknown')

write(I,*) newmag

end

c

c Arrange the 3-D Gabor coefficients within each spatiotemporal group

c make them distributed the same as the 3-D Fourier domain c

program intreo2ov

integer dim,fnum,mI,D,mt

parameter (dim=512,fnum=48,ml=16,D=32,mt=16)

integer row,col,frame,mag(dim,dim,fnum),

+ newmag(dim,dim,fnum)
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c

c Read the coefficients.

c

open(unit=l,file='newmagc3d',status='old')

read(l,*) mag

close(unit=l)

c

c Reorganize coeffs at each spatiotemporallocation

c to center the spectrum at (4,4,4).

c

do 60 col=I,D

do 50 row= I,D

do 40 frame=1,fnum/mt

do 30 i=l,ml

do 20j=l,ml

do 10 k=l,mt

newmag((row-l )*ml+modG+(m1l2-2),ml)+1,(col-l)*ml+mod(i+

+ (m1l2-2),ml)+I,(frame-l)*mt+mod(k+(mt/2-2),mt)+I)=

+ magG+(row-l)*ml,i+(col-l)*ml,k+(frame-l)*mt)

10 continue

20 continue

30 continue

40 continue

50 continue

60 continue

c

c Output final (3D) coefficients as cmagc3d.
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c

open(unit=l,file='cmagc3d',status='unknown')

write(1,*) newmag

end

c

c Collect information in each local spatiotemporal region

c Prepare data for motion estimation

c

program listgenmov

implicit none

integer dim,fnum,m1,D,mt

parameter (dim=512,fnum=48,ml=16,D=32,mt=16)

integer count,thresh,records,row,col,frame,mag(dim,dim,fnum),

+list(ml *ml *ml,4),i,j,k,l,magtemp

c

c Read the coefficients.

c

open(unit=l,file='cmagc3d' ,status='old')

read(l,*) mag

close(unit=l)

c c Set the number of records (the total number

c of spatiotemporallocations in the list).

c

records=(dim*dim*fnum)/(ml *ml *mt)

c

c Open the output file and write the number of records.
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c

open(unit=I,:file=':file to write local frequency information' ,status='unknown')

write(l,*) records

c

c Output the shifted coordinates of all coeffs with squared

c magnitude exceeding thresh, at each spatiotemporallocation.

c

10

20

30

do 60 frame=1,fnurn/mt

do 50 row=I,D

do 40 col=I,D

count=O

do 30 j=l,ml

do 20 i=l,ml

do 10 k=l,mt

magtemp=magG+(row-l )*ml ,i+(col-l )*ml,

+ k+(frame-l)*mt)

if(magtemp.gt.5)then

count=count+1

list(count,1)=i-m1/2

list(count,2)=j-ml/2

list(count,3)=k-mt/2

list(count,4)=magtemp

endif

continue

continue

continue

write(I,*) count
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do 35l=l,count

write(l,*) list(l,1),list(l,2),list(l,3),list(l,4)

35 continue

40 continue

50 continue

60 continue

close(unit=l)

end

C.3.2 Motion Estimation and Motion Field Displaying (Matlab Ver
sion)

fidl=fopen('Output file in the previous step');

mm1=16;%number of the spatial frequecy bands

mmt=16;%number of the temporal frequency bands

%optica12 is to estimate the solution of A(1 :2)m=A(3) by weighted LS estimation

method

% Weighted by the confidencity of each coefficients: magnitude.

records=fscanf(fidl ,'%d' ,[1,1])

for i=l:records;

N=fscanf(fidl ,'%d',1);

AA=fscanf(fidl ,'%d',[4,N]);

ifN /.,5;

A=AA(I:3,:);

A=A';

B=A(:,1 :2);% coefficients matrix

z=(1.0*mmllmmt)*A(:,3);
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(

wtG,j)=AA(4,j)*AA(4,j)*AA(4,j)*AA(4j)*AA(4j); end;

M=pinv(B' *wt*B)*B'*wt*z;

ml(i)=-M(l);

m2(i)=-M(2);

else

ml(i)=O;

m2(i)=O;

end;

end;

status=fc1ose(fidl );

dimx=512;

dimy=512;

dimz=3;

for h=I :dimz;

dx=zeros(dimxlmml ,dimy/mml);

dy=zeros(dimxlmm I ,dimy/mmI);

for i=2:dimxlmml-l;

for j=2:dimy/mml-l;

dx(i,j)=ml((h-l )*dimx*dimy/(mml*mml)+(i-l )*dimy/mml+j);

dy(i,j)=m2((h-I)*dimx*dimy/(mml*mml)+(i-I)*dimy/mml+j);

end;

end;

figure(h)

quiver(dx,dy)
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axis('ij')

axis equal;

end;

C.4 The Dense Motion Field Estimation

program estpxlmov

c ml is the number divisions in freq domain, Ddiv is the size of each location block

C grpszt is the number of location centers, bandiv is the size of each freq band

integer dim,fnum,mI,mt,D,Dt,rato,totalnum,thresh,Ddiv

parameter (dim=512,fnum=48,ml=16,mt=16,D=32,Dt=3,Ddiv=8,Dtdiv=16)

integer myrow,mycol,myframe,subrow,subcol,subframe,rowlocal,

+ collocal,framelocal,nebrow,nebcol,nebframe,count

integer inLsub_pxl(ml ,ml ,mt),list(ml *ml *mt,4),histogram(256)

character listname(ml,ml)* 15,uniname*15;

double complex coeffs(dim,dim,fnum)

real magedim,dim,fnum),magmin,magmax,rsub_pixel(ml ,ml ,mt)

real gate,smaILpixel(m I,m1,mt)

double precision alpha,alphat,scalediv,realthresh

double complex gabor

double complex sub_pixel(m I,m1,mt),locaLfreq_coef(m I,m1,mt)

c alpha=1.0/16.0

alphat=1.0/16.0

c c threthold gives an int number within (0 to 255) that the probability of a Gabor

c coefficients more than this number is gate

c gate=0.02
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thresh=O

totalnum=dim*dim*fnum

c

c Read the coefficients.

c

open(unit=1 ,file=' the 3-D Gabor coefficients file' ,status='old')

read(1,*) coeffs

close(unit=1)

c

c initialize the histogram

c

do 5 qnum=I,256

histogram(qnum)=O

5 continue

c

c Calculate the magnitudes of the coefficients.

c

do 35 col=l,dim

do 25 row=l,dim

do 15 frame=1,fnum

mag(row,col,frame)=cdabs(coeffs(row,col,frame))

15 continue

25 continue

35 continue

c
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c Scale the magnitude to fall in the range O. to 255.

c

call rminmax3d(mag,dim,fnum,magmin,magmax)

scalediv=(magmax-magmin)/256.0dO

call scale3d(mag,dim,fnum,magmin,magmax)

c

c Quantize (round to the nearest integer).

c

do 61 col=l,dim

do 51 row=1,dim

do 41 frame=1,fnum

intemp=nint(magerow,col,frame))

histogram(intemp+1)=histogram(intemp+1)+1

41 continue

51 continue

61 continue

c

c determine the threthold

c

call freqgt3d(histogram,gate,thresh,totalnum)

c

c get global min and max value

c

myframe=2

do 23 mycol=(begion col),(end col)
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do 27 myrow=(begion row),(end row)

uniname='dirctory to store local frequency domain ofevery pixel'

do 115 subcol=I,Ddiv

do 225 subrow=I,Ddiv

subframe=6

rowlocal=(myrow-I )*Ddiv+subrow

collocal=(mycol-I )*Ddiv+subcol

framelocal=(myframe-I )*Dtdiv+subframe

listname(subrow,subcol)(1 :4)=uniname

if (myrow.le.9) then

listname(subrow,subcol)(5:5)=char(48)

listname(subrow,subcol)(6:6)=char(48+myrow)

elseif (myrow.le.19) then

listname(subrow,subcol)(5:5)=char(48+I)

listname(subrow,subcol)(6:6)=char(48+myrow-10)

else

listname(subrow,subcol)(5:5)=char(48+2)

listname(subrow,subcol)(6:6)=char(48+myrow-20)

endif

if (mycol.le.9) then
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listname(subrow,subcol)(7:7)=char(48)

listname(subrow,subcol)(8:8)=char(48+mycol)

elseif (mycol.le.19) then

listname(subrow,subcol)(7:7)=char(48+1)

listname(subrow,subcol)(8:8)=char(48+mycol-l0)

else

listname(subrow,subcol)(7:7)=char(48+2)

listname(subrow,subcol)(8:8)=char(48+mycol-20)

endif

if (subrow.le.9) then

listname(subrow,subcol)(9:9)=char(48)

listname(subrow,subcol)(10: 1O)=char(48+subrow)

elseif (subrow.le.19) then

listname(subrow,subcol)(9:9)=char(48+1)

listname(subrow,subcol)(1 0: 1O)=char(48+subrow-l 0)

else

listname(subrow,subcol)(9:9)=char(48+2)

listname(subrow,subcol)(10: 1O)=char(48+subrow-20)

endif

if (subcol.le.9) then

listname(subrow,subcol)(II: 11)=char(48)

listname(subrow,subcol)(12: 12)=char(48+subcol)

elseif (subcol.le.19) then

listname(subrow,subcol)(11: 11)=char(48+1)

listname(subrow,subcol)(12: 12)=char(48+subcol-l 0)
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c

c

30

20

10

c

else

listname(subrow,subcol)(11: 11 )=char(48+2)

listname(subrow,subcol)(12: 12)=char(48+subcol-20)

endif

write(*,*) listname(subrow,subcol)

Output coeffs at each spatiotemporallocation.

do 10 k=l,mt

do 20 j=l,ml

do 30 i=l,ml

sub_pixel(ij,k)=O.O

continue

continue

continue

c

c myrow,mycol,myframe is the current spatial-temproallocation

c it can not be 1 or dim/ml!!!

c

do 500 nebframe=-I, 1

do 400 nebcol=-I,1

do 300 nebrow=-I, 1

rato=1

do 550 k=l,mt
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330

440

550

do 440 j=l,ml

do 330 i=l,ml

locaLfreq_coef(i,j,k)=coeffs(myrow+nebrow+(i-l )*D,

+ myco1+nebco1+(j-l)*D,myframe+nebframe+(k-l)*Dt)

continue

continue

continue

c

c Calculate the subband pixel map.

c

40

50

60

400

500

300

do 60 k=l,mt

do 50j=l,ml

do 40 i=l,ml

sub_pixel(ij,k)=sub_pixel(ij,k)+

+(gabor(rowlocal-l ,myrow+nebrow-l ,D,ml ,i-l ,alpha,dim/2)*

+gabor(collocal-l ,mycol+nebcol-l,D,ml,j -1 ,alpha,dim/2)*

+gabor(framelocal-l ,myframe+nebframe-l ,Dt,mt,k-1 ,alphat,fnum)*

+locaLfreq_coef(i,j ,k)*rato)

continue

continue

continue

continue

continue

continue

do 11 k=l,mt
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33

22

11

do 22j=l,ml

do 33 i=l,ml

rsub_pixel(ij ,k)=cdabs(sub_pixel(ij ,k))

smaILpixel(ij,k)=1

if (rsub_pixel(ij,k).lt.realthresh) then

smaILpixel(i,j ,k)=-1

end if

continue

continue

continue

c

c Scale the magnitudes to fall in the range O. to 255.

c

call rminmax3d(rsub_pixel,ml ,mt,magmin,magmax)

call scale3d(rsub_pixel,ml,mt,magmin,magmax)

c

c Quantize (round to the nearest integer).

c

do 90 z=l,mt

do 80 y=l,ml

do 70 x=l,ml

if (smaILpixel(x,y,z) .gt. O)then

inLsub_pxl(x,y,z)=nint(rsub_pixel(x,y,z))

else

inLsub_pxl(x,y,z)=0
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70

80

90

end if

continue

continue

continue

c

c Open the output file and write the number of records.

c

open(unit=1,file=listname(subrow,subcol),status='unknown')

write(l,*) magmax

c

c Output the shifted coordinates of all coeffs with squared

c magnitude exceeding thresh, at each spatiotemporallocation.

c

100

110

count=O

do 120 i=1,m1

do 110 j=1,m1

do 100 k=l,mt

if(inLsub_pxl(ij ,k).gt.thresh)then

count=count+1

list(count,1)=mod(j+(ml/2-2),m1)+1-ml/2

list(count,2)=mod(i+(ml/2-2),m1 )+1-ml/2

list(count,3)=mod(k+(mt/2-2),m1)+1-mt/2

list(count,4)=inLsub_pxl(i,j ,k)

end if

continue

continue
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120 continue

write(1 ,*) count

do 135 l=l,count

write(1,*) list(l, 1),list(l,2),list(l,3),list(l,4)

135 continue

close(unit=1)

225 continue

115 continue

27 continue

23 continue

end

c

c

c

subroutine scale3d(array,dim,fnum,minval,maxval)

integer dim,fnum,row,col,frame

real minval,maxval,scale,array(dim,dim,fnum)

c

c This subroutine scales a real 3-D array so that all entries

c fall between o. and 255.

c

c dim = array dimension (spatial or spatial-frequency)

c fnum = array dimension (temporal or temporal-frequency)

c scale = scale factor

c maxval = maximum value in the array

c minval = minimum value in the array
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scale=(maxval-minval)/255.0dO

c

c Scale the array.

c

do 30 frame= 1,fnum

do 20 col=l,dim

do 10 row=l,dim

array(row,col,frame)=(array(row,col,frame)-minval)/scale

10 continue

20 continue

30 continue

return

end

c

c

c

subroutine rminmax3d(arraY,dim,fnum,minval,maxval)

integer dim,fnum,row,col,frame

real minval,maxval,array(dim,dim,fnum)

minval=array(1,1,1)

maxval=array(1,1,1)

do 300 frame=1,fnum

do 200 col=l,dim

do 100 row=1,dim

if(array(row,col,frame).gt.maxval)then
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maxval=array(row,col,frame)

endif

if(array(row,col,frame) .1t.minval)then

minval=array(row,col,frame)

endif

100 continue

200 continue

300 continue

return

end

c

subroutine freqgt3d(histo,gate,threthold,totalnum)

integer histo(256),threthold,totalnum,intgate,sum

real gate

intgate=int(gate*totalnum)

sum=O

threthold=256

do 35 while (sumjintgate)

sum=sum+histo(threthold)

threthold=threthold-l

35 continue

return

end
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